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£x)lTaRIA.L ±9^^
SoBie years ago, in one of his annual reports, the Principal
predicted that the tenth year of its life might prove to be the
most critical in the history of the College.
The tenth year has
come and gone and in retrospect the prophecy seems to have been
an accurate one.

In any case, the end of the first decade seems

to us a suitable time for a brief reviev/ of the progress made,
and the extent to which the College is justifying the hopes and
faith of its Founder.

Briefly, there was steady,if rather slow progress up to the
eighth year.

Then follovred a period

T/hen numbers

remained

stationary, accounted for in part by the big drop in the number
of day scholars, the supply of these

end.

having come to a

natural

1931, however, saw a determined effort on the part of both

Staff and Council to counteract the adverse

effect

pression which seemed likely to sv/amp the school.

was this effort that the numbers

of

the

de

So successful

increased by some tfrenty board

ers, and that growth has been maintained, for 1932 saw a fiirther

increase, and each quarter promises to swell our numbers further,
and this at a time when every school is feeling the effects of
the financial difficulties of the country.
More satisfactory than numbers,however, is the grovrth of

a

spirit of loyalty, a sense of "citizenship" and steady Smprove ment of the discipline (using the word in its best sense)
throughout the School.
Keenness and enthusiasm are becoming the
hall marks of a Kearsney boy, whether this be in his games, or in
working for the success of our Annual Play, or for his ovmpri
vate hobby such as bee-keeping.
In one direction only do
we

feel that this enthusiasm has not reached

satisfactory heights,

and that is in study,yet even here we see signs,especially when e
the work is not confined within narrovir limits, that a

real

ap

preciation is developing, and we look forvmrd to the time whsr- the

boys, at least in the upper forms, will cortie to love learD.Jjjg for
its own sake, and cease to regard it merely as a necessary evil
attendant on passing the matriculation examination.

No school of the type of Kearsney has any good reascr lor
its existence unless it has high ideals, and is inculcating these

into the steady stream of youth that pa-sses through her por Lais,
and who indeed really comprise

the "school".

So

it is

not
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unfitting as

revieT/this first decadu to placo on i-ecord our fira

conviction that the College has justified its Founder's y isdoaijand
is endeavouring to instil into its uLeiabers the principles
that

govern the Methodist Church,under whose auspices Vire "live and move
and have our being".

The faith of those v/ho believed in a great

future for Kearsney is likely to be fulfilled.

The ten years that have gone have been years of probation.The
ten that lie ahead should be years of progress and consolidation.
More than ever does it seem to us that our great need is for
another benefactor who will be willing to build on the foundation

Sir Liege Hulett has laid, and steer the College into years of
stability, success and usefulness.
South Africa has had too few
visionaries who believed in Education

-

Cecil Rhodes has had but

few followers v/ho have evinced their public spirit in this way. Is

it too much to hope that somewhere amongst the Methodist connexion

Kearsney may find some man v/ho will link up his
great school that is possible here, at Kearsney ?

name v/ith the

CHDDLNaTErS.
We extend a cordial

welcome to Sister Attlee, f/ho comes out

from Scotland to take up her duties as matron here.

Sister Attlee

is, however, not unknown to us, for she has been in South Africa
for some time, and has been to the College before;
We hope that
she will be happy here and that she v^illfind a sphere of v/ork here
which will give full scope to her imdoubted ability.
Mr. W. P. Bromiley, M.A. takes the place of Mr. Reece for six
months.
We hope that the experience here v/ill stand him in good
stead.

After a l»ng spell of dry v/eather we have had plenty of rain.

Fortunately the rain was of a soaking nature, and so did much good.
The field has much improved as a result of top-dressing during the
holidays, and the rain has further helped the good vrork along.
The Cricket fixtures have been fevr, owing to the rain.

The

Rugger fixtures on the other hand have been more numerous than
ever this year.
Chief interest has centered around the visit of
the Old Crocks.

A detailed report of the game will be found else-

i
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whfc re.

The additions

to the

beginning of the year.

Preparatory

were

completed

at the

The 3rd form is novf incorporated with

the Prep. During the July holidays, the furnishing cf the chang

ing and locker rooms vxill be completed. The nev/ hot Virater system
has proved a great success.

The following were received into full membership of the
Church on the last Sunday of term:- Kirk L. Doidge H. Nichols B.
Reeves N.
The Revs. Creed and Poole took the service.
It is
the first time that we have had the pleasure of hearing the Rev.

Poole at Kearsney and we hope that it Tirill not be the last.

The following are the Prefects for this year:- J.L.Barratt,
(Head Prefect), J.Bertram,A.m .Foss,D.Nightingale, H. Aitchison.,
J. Crawford, B. A. Coventry and J. Hopkins.
The Cricket Committee consists of:-

Barratt, Bertram and Crav/ford.

The Head,

Mr.Reece.,

Bertram has been elected

Cap

tain of Cricket.

Although there v/as a severe outbreak of malaria on the North
Coast, we fortunately managed to escape the disease. By
all
accounts, Hycol has a most unpleasant taste I

The Rugger Committee is:- The Head, Mr. Medworth, Barratt,
Foss and Nightingale D. Barratt has been re-elected Captain of
Rugger.

Mr. E. Gray, from N.U.C. who
was v/ith us for a time du
ring the absence of Mr. G. M. Gram, spent a week-end with us on
the 28th May, and he took the evening service in Chapel onSunday..

As we go to press, there is every indication of the usual
successful June term play.
This year we are staging Julius
Caesar.
A full report of the play will appear in next term's
magazine.

_4-.
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The follov/ing were entered in February
Form VIB.
It

n

Kirk. A.G.

MarshaHI.B.

Doidge R.H.

V A.
V B.

Walter, B.d'F. Davies, N-T/.

IV.

Wood,A.N. Henry, Ti.D.J., Mitchell,A.T.

111.
IIA.

Lowe, A.P. Oxland, G.J.H.
Whitelaw, G.P. Math, K.J.

HE.

Mark, R.

Bazley, G.C.

The following were entered in April ;~
Form VIB.

"
"

...

V B. ...
111. ...

Adendorff, J.C.

Surgeon, B.McK.
Lowe, S. Poole, W.C.

CIF-AX."s.Ahnual.Ee-p drt.
Year ending December,1951c

MR. CHAIIMAN, Members of the College Council:

The report 1 now present to you is for the tenth full working
year of the College.

HGMBERS.

A year ago I reported that a tide seemed to have turned

definitely in our favour, and that our prospects
for
this year as regards numbers were distinctly good. This
prophecy was fully borne out and we opened this year with 73 board
ers and 5 day scholars as compared with 54 boarders and 7dayschol
ars in 1930.
We finish the year with an increase of 16 pupils,
as compared \vith December, 1930.

In spite of the general depression and the drought in the area

from which we draw most of our boys, the entry list for next year
already makes it certain that there will be no decrease in numbers

indeed if only a small fi-action of those making enquiries decide to
send their sons to us, we are sure of a considerable increase, and
our optimism in building a nevj- dormitory will prove to be Justified.
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There has been a very definite appreciation by parents of
the action of the Council in reducing the fees at the beginnj.ng
of this year to meet the needs of parents suffering from the
effects of the depression.
1 have had a chorus of thanks, and
I believe that had this been a normal period we would have had
quite s.n appreciable waiting list for the next year or two.

To develop satisfactorily we need

at least 100 boys in the

four upper forms, and no effort should be relaxed until
we
achieve this result.
I am appealing once more to our parsons
throughout the area catered for by the College, to do all they
can to persuade parents of the wisdom of sending their sons to us.

STAl'F.

As usual there have been fev; changes in the Staff during

the year.

Last hear Mr.'^urdon was granted a year's

leave to enable him to add to his qualifications,and his
place was taken by Mr. L. T. Harrison, B.Sc.
During my absence in England for six months, Mr. G.M.Oram shoul
dered the burden of government,and did so most successfullywhile
Mr. C. E. "Wilkinson, an old Kearsney Boy, came on to the Staff
for that period.
Year by year I emphasise the loyalty and intrinsic worth of
the Staff.
No school in the country has men more devoted to
their work and to the best interests of the boys.
I cannot as
sert definitely that our teaching is any better than that in
seme other schools, but I can and do assert that no staff could
give more of their free time to helping individual boys with
their school virork or their games.
This feature has been mentioned specially by the Inspector
of Schools who visits us in the course of his routine, and he
emphasises it in his report to the Superintendent of Education.
An outside report of this sort carries special weight since the
writer has no axe to grind, and the receipt of a copy of this
report has been a matter of extreme gratification to me.
Not
only do the staff interest themselves in all the physical and
intellectual activities of the school, but they play a very big
part in the religious activites to.
EDUCATIONAL.

There has been the

usual steady

throughout the year,

routine of vrork

unbroken fortunately by any

L

epidemic, and the effect of this is most notice -

F

able in the improvement and progress in the junior
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forms.

From the Junior Certificate dovmwards there are coming up

the school a number of well balanced forms vdio should

do

we 11

throughout their school careers.
During November we were visited by the Inspector of Schools.
He commented specially on the high standard of English throughout
the school, which is particularly gratifying in that we aim as far
as we can to emphasise the cultural side of our curriculum.Several
of our out-of-school activities are designed to assist us in this

respect.

The Annual School Play in June, which draws such full

houses that vre can hardly accommodate all our visitors,

special educational value.

has

a

The Literary and Debating Society, at

T/hich the chair is usually taken by one of the boys, and at v/hich
the standard of speeches is steadily improving, together virith the

debating lessons inthe Junior school have the same object in view.

Every effort is thus made to get the South African youth, who

is

usually all too diffident and lacking in confidence when it comes
to making even a short speech in public, to gain self-reliance in
these matters.

A new prize, presented by Mr. E. F. ¥if. Rulett,for reading, is

also having a similar effect.

The entries for this prize, both

Senior and Junior, were highly commendable.

Inevitably we are still hide-bound by the demands of the mat
riculation

and while

the examination

itself has been

very much

broadened, yet because the country demands success in this examin
ation, there cannot but be repetition and emphasis on unnecessary
detail so that boys may be examj-nation perfect rather than educat
ed.

With the syllabtis of this matriculation we have little quar

rel, but the limiting nature of its demands upon the curriculum
cannot but have effect.

The great lack in South African Schools is that boys leave
before they can contribute anything much to the cultural life of
the school.

Fevir realise that a boy taking a first class in the

matriculation, could proceed to a Public School in England

spend three more ydars there v/ith advantage before
the University.

and

proceeding to

The first step tcvrards more cultural life in the

schools should be an age IRiiit for

entry

to any

South

African

University.
No boy can deri.ve the full benefits of a University
until he is 18 years of age.
Even then he should complete his
degree course at 21, which is not a bit too old for a man entering

a profession.
The denominational schools are lauS-ing the v/ny in
this matter by instituting "post matric" classes, but these will
alvrays be small until the universities determine on an age limit.
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Y/e welconie the apparently syinpathetic interest of the Educa
tional Departnient and the

Provincial

this type as exemplified in

Council tovmrds schools of

their recent

Bursary

proposals for

definite provision is now made for bursaries to be held at "aided
schools".

Hitherto when a boy with a "free place" came to us, he had
either to forego his privileges or we

had to jffer

him the same

advantages ourselves. Wow there will be a cash award paid direct
to the school concerned. Yfliile we appreciate this benevolence, I
Vi'ould respectfully point out that vre get no more than is our due
when it is remembered that in training their pupils we save the
Province at least £35 per head.

The interest of the Department is yet further exemplified in
that for the third year in succession vie have the Superintendent
of Education with us to present the prizes.
We appreciate this
the more since we ace aware that it is no easy matter to
get
away from departmental duties at this time of the year.

HEALTH.

My report on the
monotonous.

health of the

boys

grows

almost

Year after year I report a clean bill of

health or at most an odd case or tv/o of some minor ail

ment.
This year is no exception and our only trouble
has been
two cases of whooping cough.
I v/ould dravj' your attention to one
curious feature and a satisfactory one in connection
v/ith
the

diseases likely to break out in schools, and this is that they do
not spread here.
I put this dov/n partly to the prompt measures
taken to isolate the boys v.rho develop these complaints ,and
even
more to the fact that so many boys sleep out of doors or in very
airy dormitories, so that the spread of infection is greatly re
duced. We still suffer scaiiewhat in reputation from our proxim-?ity to Stanger.
This is doubly unfair in that Stanger is
far
from being as black as it is painted and because we are
800 feet above Stanger, so that both in temperature and

more than
in
the

danger from malaria we are not to be compared with it. No hot day
comes ¥/ithout a cool sea breeze relieving us before the dayisover.
Regular hours, regular meals, plenty of exercise and abundance of

fresh air by day and by night all tell their tale and age for age
our boys will compare favourably in physique

with those from any

other school in the Union.

MORAL TONE.

A denominational school bases its claim on the sym
pathy and support of parents mainly because of what
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it offers in religious and character training.
This claim
alT/ays been justified at Kearsney and never more so than in

year that is just drawing to a close.

Mastf^rs and Senior

has
the

boys

have made use of opportunities as they have occurred to influence
boys aright, and during the year one or tv/o special efforts have

been made to get boys to take a definite stand for

Christian prin

ciples.
Emotionalism has definitely been avoided,
since the
growing youth is all too prone to respond to emotion,
and the
results are seldom lasting - indeed can do much more harm than
good.
Vife have also avoided any narrow denominationalism,
for

virhile vre are admittedly a Methodist School only about 60% of our
boys belong to the Methodist Church.
During the year one group
of boys has been confirmed by the Bishop of Natal, and
another
group received into membership of the Methodist Church.
An innovation this year has been the holding of our evening
services in the Chapel instead of at the College. These services
have been taken by the Staff, every man taking his turn.
The
services are short, bright and have been of very real benefit to
all concerned.
Yiihile it has meant time and thought for men, not
trained as preachers, to prepare short addresses, I feel certain
that the effort has been well worth v^hile from every point of view.
I want to lay special emphasis this year on the help and
assistance given in every department of the school life by the
prefects, of whom K. Balccmib is the Head Prefect.
In the short
history of the College we have not had a set of prefects who
served the College better.
Not only have they carried out their
ordinary duties efficiently and conscientiously, but they have at
all times been willing to give up of their spare time to help in
other ways.
They have also set a fine example to the school in
their attitude towards religious matters.
The school will be
very much poorer because probably all of them will be leaving us
this term.
Our good wishes follow them.
We welcome to the College our new Chaplain, Mr. L. S. Creed,
and hope, trust and believe that the work he has so adaiirably be
gun amongst the boys will continue to prosper and develop under
his wise guidance.
GAMES, ETC.,

Vife have not been quite as successful as

the matches of our tv/o main games

usual

- Rugby

in

and

Cricket, but there has been the usual keenness,the

usual sporting spirit, and the very hopeful feature that all our
successes have been amongst the Juniors. Here the tr/o
masters.
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Mr. iviedworth and Mr. Reece, who run the rugby and cricket
respecti-wely, have reason to congratulate themselves, for during the
next feviT years they should have quite a reasonable amount of good
material to work upon.
Barratt, the Captain, was the mainstay
of the XV and upon K. Balcomb, the Captain of the XI, fell most
of the bowling.
In both games we are somewhat handicapped b y
not having a ground about 20 yards wider.
In spite of a hot and windy day the Sports meeting ?ras a
success. Several records were broken and we have now few records
that a school of this size need be ashamed of.

Mr.

Medworth

shouldered the veryarduous duties of Secretary,
In the absence of Mr. Purdon, the duties of O.C. of Cadets
also fell to Mr. Medworth's lot,and this duty has been discharg
ed v/ith such success that the Inspecting Officer, Major
Holte
Smith, complimented the corps on the best drilling
they
have
achieved.

There has also been an increased keenness

in shoot

ing.

Reference has already been made to the Annual Plays.

This

year we staged the old favourite "Charlie's Aunt" and had a full
and very enthusiastic
surpassed himself.
staging fell upon Mr.
so high a standard in
difficult to maintain
strength to strength.

house.
Putterill in the principal role
As usual the burden of the training and
G. M. Oram and Miss Ellis.
We have set
these matters that it becomes increasingly
this, but so far we have gone on from

iMPROVEaiENTS.. There have been many improvements in both build ing and convenience during the year.The first vras
the entire alteration of the showers. The change
has given us much better changing rooms, better lockers, and set
free one room as a junior common room.
ov/e these alterations
to the generosity of Mr. W. A. Hulett, virhose interest
in
the
College has by no means waned since he went to live further from
us.

At the beginning of the year vre put up strong drop curtains
along the verandah, so that we are no longer driven in doors by
the very occasional rain that comes from the east.
This has
enabled us to put more boys on the balcony.
Recently we have
equipped one classroom Virith a modern type of dual desk, and hope
gradually to replace all the old desks. The new desks have been
made viithout charge for labour by the Native Institution atEdendale.
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During the July Holidays an additional water supply for
rough purposes was installed.
This supply means that there can

be no

shortage v/hile our pump is being taken up for any necessary

repairs.

There are now in progress some big changes at the Preparatory
House.
A new dormitory has been added as v/ell as a gyriuiasium and
excellent changing rooms provided, ?/hile hot water system is being
installed.
Vife ovre these alterations partly to the generosity of
our Chairman, Mr. A. S. L. Hulett, who has paid for some of the
material, and through v/hose influence much of the work has been
done by the workmen at the Tea Factory, and also to the kindness
of Mr. W. Hind, who has lent us a sum sufficient to complete these
improvements.
We have now comfortable accommodation
for 100
boarders.

GENERAL.

As the year closes the air is rife vxith rumours of the
abolishment of the Provincial Councils and more par
ticularly of the centralisation of education.
Even as

things are, v/ith great areas under one department there is a great
danger that all curricula and schools shall be of one pattern,
and with further centralisation this will be greatly intensified.
Thus it appears to me that it is more necessary than ever to pre
serve the denominational schools.

In these alone can there

b e

much of experiment, and when, as in our case there is definite co
operation between us and the Department, the case is a specially
happy one.
Certain experiments in education Dr. Loram would have liked
us to tackle, but these were along lines that did not appeal to
any of us.
Possibly Mr. Hugo may have some pet theories of his
own which we could v/ork out together under the beneficient over
sight of his department.
My own wishes cannot be put into force until the College has

grown considerably.

I would gladly, were it

with the form system and adopt "sets" instead..

possible, do

aivay

Half the upper

school would then, do the same subject at the same time, and a boy
would be allov-fed to find his level in that subject, and not be
kept back because he was iTOak in others.
This would enable us
even to have classes going well beyond the matriculation in some

subjects, and give our

boys a wondeiful

start when they went on

to the University.Though this cannot be done as yet, it is still
possible while our classes are small to allow individual boys to

carry on ahead of the rest of the class,and this is often done.
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I
years have passed, since the College vras founded, and 1
I think we may safely take it that vre are now established. yVe have
definitely found a niche in the affections of this district. Old

Boys of the College have done brilliantly at the Universities,
and with hardly an exception csthers are quietly making good and
proving that we are turning out citizens. Humanly speaking the
College has proved itself and should now go on from strength to
strength, yet we must face up to the fact that no school of this
type can fulfil all the purposes for which it has been founded

without generous endo^iment.

These are not the days in which we

can appeal for money for buildings and equipment. These are the

days when in the great tug of war we "take the strain" and wait
for the return of prosperity before we "heave".
It is a curious feature of South African benevolence that

most money seems to be devoted to increasing the facilities for
University Education although no country in the World is as well

catered for in this respect as compared with its population.
¥ifith an European population little larger than that of

greater Manchester, we have four separate Universities, one of
them with half a dozen colleges yet more money is being continu
ally devoted to this side of education,and not so much to enable
more men and women to go by giving bursaries, but to increase
the buildings.

Naturally I am biased, but I cannot but feel that such
money would be better devoted to increasing the facilities for

boys and girls at secondary schools, and more particularly in
making it possible for more of those living far from schools to

avail themselves of the opportunities those in towns possess.
My present great need is for more bursaries. Every £10. to

£15. per annvim means a new boy.

I have already about £100. per

annum given by two friends of the College, but would be pleased
for more from those who can afford it.
In the years to come I
know that the Old Boys will help in this respect, but it is too
early to expect them to do anything yet,so I would appeal to all
friends of the College to use their influence in getting us more
bursaries.

Finally I v/ould thank our immediate neighbours ,and more par
ticularly those connected with the Factory for all the help they
have given us during the year.

Vlfithout their help it would at

times have been almost impossible to have carried on.
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DE:<I1
On Thursday,ApriI 21st.,there passed away in Stanger
after a brief illness,Mrs.B.Dacomb. Many Old Boys will

remember her well for in the early days of the College

?qpp
appointedand
in
1922 as Music Mistress to the newly formed school
occupied
and Miss
Her
be found

that post until the end of 1924, when Mr. Oram
Ellis took over that section of the v^ork.
interest in the College continued and she was to
amongst our guests at all College functions.

Her death from influenza came very suddenly and unexpectedly, and has left a definite gap in the social life
of Stanger, v/here she took an active part in the life of
the placei being secretary of the
the time of her death.

Women's Institute

at

To her daughter we offer our very sincere sympathy.
Another friend of the College has also passed away

I
i
i

during this six months. Cn May 6th, Mrs.tV.A.Hulett died
of cerebral malaria. Mrs. Hulett was deeply interested in

all that went on at the College,her doors and hospitality
were alvrays open to members of the Staff,and only a vreek
or two before the end several members of the Staff had
spent a few days at the delightful new home at Compensaoion.

We feel that we have lost a friend Virhora it v/ill be

difficult to replace.

It was with very real regret that

«ire saw Mr. and Mrs. Hulett leave Kearsney, even though
we knew that they fully deserved the rest they were about

to take. ^ It is with an overv^helming sense of tragedy
ohat we think of the shortness of the period that thev
were to enjoy this rest.

Kearsney can ill afford to lose any friends so gen
erous in every vray, and so sympathetic towards the dif

P

1

ficulties that inevitably face a young school.
Already we miss Mrs. Hulett's familiar figure at our
Sunday services,for even though at Compensation, vre could
rely upon having her with us whenever there was any im
portant service at Kearsney.

To ner husband and her son we offer our deepest sym

pathy, ana
and feel
^ P»wty,
reel that
mat their loss is oours

also.

•?;

CmiCl^T.

ft

Very fev/matches have been played this term, owing
rain.

to

the

Most of the weekends v/ere wet.

Playing during the vreek, the Juniors vrere
most enjoyable games against Stanger School.

able to have tws
There is somc!

promising material in this division. The first game on the 1st
March v^as most exciting, the visitors ¥/inning by 3 runs. Batting
first, Stanger scored 46 runs.
College replied with 43, of

luhich Jacobs and KJhitmill (Capt.) made 28 not out, and 17 res
pectively.

For Stanger, Ritchie took 5 for 14, and Adams, 5 for

20.

In the return match the College side won comfortably.
Gooe
bowling, and keen fielding, enabled the College to dismiss their

opponents for 26 runs. (Dicks 5 for 8, Jacobs 5 for 14). Collegs
replied v/ith a total of 43runs.
After making 15 runs v/ith the
greatest confidence Jacobs retired.
hliitmill 9, and Dicks I
were not long in collecting their runs.
Competition Games.
Three teams under the Captaincy of Bartholomev/, R. Nightingale and Crook,played a series of games to decide

who should enjoy the "supper".

The Captains

shovred

admirable

control of their teams, both on and off the field. Bartholomew's
team finally ran out vrinners, due to the consistent performances

of Weightman with bat and ball. There vras also less of a "tail'
to this team. The batting v/as usually of the "do, or die" type.
Booth and Larrington both shovred improvement behind the wicket.
?/inning teem:- Bartholomevj-, Tiieightman,Booth, Coutts ,MacNeillie,
Dicks, Reeves, Knottenbelt C,Davies, B. Balcomb,
I. Wood, Gilliat.
Gtms.

. -m

At Kearsney.

vs. Stanger B.
13th February,1932,

DRAWN.

Stanger.

4

Addison

Mr. Pardon

b Aitchison

6

Bourne

Cravrford

b Aitchison

5

Theunissen

Mr. Purdon

b Aitchison

4

Whittaker.

Kirk

b Mr -Medworth 35

Baker

b Mr.Medworth 1

Jackson H.

b

Hopkins

1
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b Hopkins

Smithers

st Bertram

Rousseau
Hill

16

b Mr.Purdon 22
b Collins

Balcomb K.

Not out

Smithers Jnr.

did not bat.
EXTRAS.

For 9 wkts declared.

8
4

6
110

KEARSMEY.
Bertram

run out

Coventry

b littaker.

Mr .Purdon

18
0

c Wittaker b Baker,

17

Crawford

not out

21

Mr Jiedworth

not out

16

EXTRAS.
For 3 wkts.

9
81

Hopkins,Aitchison,Klrk,Barratt,
Collins and Crookes did not bat.
BOl/YI.ING,
^ ■

0.

Mr. Medworth.

...

Aitchison..

...

Kirk.

...

...

M.

R.

W.

17

4

25

7

0

25

2.

4

0

10

0.

1.

3.

Mr. Purdon.

...

5

1

15

Hop kins.

...

7

0

28

2.

Co11ms.

...

2

1

1.

...

VS. DARMALL.

At Kearsney.

5th March,1932.

Won by 3 wkts,

DARIIALL.

Keithly
Addison

c Coventry b Kirk
7
c Coventry b Mr.Medworth 12

Boyd

c Mr .Purdon b Kii"k .

Brown

Ibw b Mr. Msdworth

0

Pearce

b Mr. Medworth

33

Nightingale

b Mr. Purdon

11

0

rT-|rfi ^ ■
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Beater

c Coventry

Jacobs

c and b Kirk.

Geillink

b Kirk

0
0

b Hopkins

Marshall
Geillink

23

not out
3
c J.Hulett b Mr.Medvrorth 24
EXTRAS

Total

14

127

KEARSNEY

J.Hulett

IbviT

b

26

Jacobs

B.Coventry

6

run out
Mr.Pardon c Jacobs b Brovm
not out
J.Crawf-^rd
Mr.Medworth
Crookes
Kirk

Barratt

Bertram

48
4

41

run out
b Pearce

1

run out
run out
Hot out

0

2
3

EXTRAS

For 7 v/kts. -

Total

6

137

Hopkins and Aitchison did not bat.
BOT/LING.
0.

Mr. Medworth.
Aitchison.
Kirk.

J. Hulett.

R.

Yh
4-

# ••

20

4

43

•• •

•••

5

1

7

0.

w ••

•••

8

3

26

4.

6

1

18

1.

•••

• ••

3

0

13

1.

*• »

•• *

3

0

6

Go

Hopkins.
Mr. Purdon.

M.

•••

□ld S pyB HoTE-a.
K. Balcomb, Theunissen A. and L. Weir are in residence at

the Natal University College (Maritsbufg), and spent ths ihee
vreek-erd at Coli.ege.
Learning in higher courts seonr to act
as a tonic to some, for they are all looking romarkably fit.
YAS.Michell is with John Orr's in Durban.
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G. Tyson sailed for England in June.

"He will probably bo

overseas for some years where he intends going into business with
his uncle.
We Vfish him every success.
A.0.Crook is serving an apprenticeship in his father's office
at Newcastle. 'He hopes to take up Lavr later.
G. C. Putterill T^rrites from Harrismith that he is taking a
special course in shorthand and typing before taking up a post. He
has played for Harrismith 1st XV on a feviT occasions.
H. Hopkins.is playing in first Division Rugger for the D.H.S.
Old Boys.
He was chosen to represent Durban in the Intertown ,
but unfortunately was prevented from playing ovring to an attac k
of fever.
C.:. Hopkins plays for the 2nd XV.
Howarth has played some games for the Wanderers 1st XV. vrhile

Jacques and France are playing for the Under 19 "A" team.
plays for the "b" team.

Hind

Jack Hulett is on the Hulett Estates at Kearsney where he is
sugar planting,and his brother Jeff hopes to go to Felixton short
ly.

During the term we have had both Hill and Sinclair vj^ith us.
The former was motoring through from Rhodesia, and the latter from
Johannesburg.
In each case the passengers paid tribute to the
drivers for providing them v/ith some hair breath escapes.
The Old Boys match was as interesting as ever this year.
YJe
congratulate the school on their victory vrhich they thoroughly de
served.
The dinner was very much enjoyed and a detailed report
of the game will be found in the Rugger section.
THE OLD BOYS' DINNER.

The Annual Dinner was held at the Royal Hotel, Durban, on
Saturday, April 30th. The number present was most encouraging,for

in spite of the fact that several v/ho hod intended to be

present

were prevented from doing so at the last minute, there
was
a
record number present, the total including one or tv/o guests being
about 35.

The dinner vms excellent and the whole atmosphere most

I
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most encouraging for it indicated the determination of the Old
Boys to back up the College through thick and, thin,, and to lose
no opportunity of advertising its merits during these difficult
financial days.
The usual toasts were drunk,and suitable speeches made.L.T.
Polkinghorne proposed the health of the College,and compared the
present vrith the humble beginnings in 1921, complimenting the
Principal and Staff on the work they had done and the
vsrell
deserved reward that was novj theirs. The Head,in reply,referred
to the remarkable fact that our numbers were still growing stead
ily even though many schools «f a similar type were suffering in
every way.
He believed that not a little of this success was
due to the influence of the Old Boys wh® in season and out of
season pushed the merits of the Old School amongst parents, and
who shovred in their own application to business and in their
general attitude towards life, that the training at Kearsney had
been along right lines.
Rev.H. W. Got-dwrin,proposed the health of the Old Boys' Club
and presumed that the healthy and sturdy frames around this fes
tive board indicated that at Kearsney too they had revelled in
fare such as vms before them this evening.
He was proud of his
connection with the College and was convinced that a great future
lay before the College if the spirit that animated this gathering
was a criterion of what wras felt by all Old Boys.
Mr. A, T. llJinship responded and traced the grov/th of the
Club and also spoke of the happy spirit that could not but per

vade their hearts, for Kearsney was so very really their "alma
mater" and any Old Boy was alvrays sure of a vmrm wrelcome v/henever
he vis-ited the Old School.

In proposing the health of the Staff Mr, Jackson complained
that this task alv/ays fell to his lot. He regarded it as a w^ork
of super-erogatio for everyone present knew vrhat an excellent and
self-sacrificing staff the College possessed, and in addition he
had said on previous occasions all that could be said in their
praise.
He thought that no school could be more fortunate in
the. type of man Kearsney had for its masters, who not only were

painstaking in class, but who gave so much of their free time to
the training 9f the boys in their games.

• Mr. Bromiley thanked the last speaker for the compliments that
had been showered on the Staff, though he felt that in his case
the tribune had not been earned as he had been only three months
on the Staff, and vme only a stop gap at that.
He found it in-
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teresting to view from the master's point of view the

routine

the school that as an Old Boys he had naturally experienced

of

from

the pupils, and he felt that he could say, without being thought to
take the praise to himself, that the discipline and
comradeship
between master and boy left nothing to be desired.
To von Keyserlingk fell the task of proposing the health of
the visitors,^ which he did briefly and to the point, and Mr.VJ.J.

Elton Gray^ who had been on the College Staff for a short period
replied. He asked particularly that he be considered not a vis
itor. and indeed if the short period at the College entitled him to

that honour, wished to join the Uld Boys' Club.

He had been most

happy in his work at Kearsney and envied those who had

had

the

privilege of growing up in the delightful abaiosphere, literal and
mental, that obtained at Kearsney.
At the close of the dinner the

Annual General

Meeting

held, when one most important resolution was passed.

was

It was

decided that it would be for the benefit of the Club if the honor

ary Secretary was resident at the College.
Due recognition was
made of the very loyal and invaluable services of Mr. A.T.ViTinship
as Secretary from the beginning of the life of the Club, and Mr.

Winship was asked to continue in office as an "assistant Secretary"
or"branch Secretary" in Durban and thus make the arranging of
matches, dinners, etc., so much easier to the Secretary at the
College.
Mr. D. H. Purdon was then elected Honorary Secretary.
Other Officers elected v/ere

President;
Committee;

:-

The Principal of the College.
Messrs. Jackson, Polkinghorne, K. Balcomb,

France, C. Hopkins, Middleton and A.T .¥ifinship
Vice-presidents: Messrs. Medwerth, G. Hulett, and Yi. J. Elton
Gray.

A general discussion followed dealing vrith no specially im

portant matters, but during it the feeling of the meeting indic
ated that no appeals be made for strengthening the "Endowiuent Fund"
for the present, but that when times improved as a Club we ought to
do all we can to make this Fund grov^.

It'has been a most interesting term of Hugger-There have been

a number of games this half, and there has been that keenness and
enthusiasm fcr :he game that we have

with the years.

alv/ays hoped would develop

A fuller report of the matches played

will be
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found, elsewhere in this issue.

The backs have been consistently

good, and Barratt's inspiring example has brought the best out of

the team.

The forwards have not always pleased, but

they have

done their best.
The fact that no less than 15 forv/ards
have
been selected to represent the first team on one or more occasion

will serve to show what difficulty there has been in finding the
best pack. As yet we are not fully satisfied. Apart from a fevi
injuries vre have been very fortunate indeed this season.
Perhaps the outstanding feature of the term has been the

visit of the Old Crocks.

This fixture viras introduced last year,

and such viras the thrill of donning the togs once more that we were
able to persuade the Old Crocks to pay us another vis it.This will
probably be follovred by a return visit in Durban next term. Most

of our friends of last year were up again, and the match was both
interesting and instructive, khile they were able to take mat

ters comparatively easily last year, they were forced to fight for
It was pleasing to see that the boys were
not overawed by the giants of former years, but that they gave as
good as they took. To Mr. A. P. Vi/alker, wrho wb.s again responsi

every point this time.

ble for getting the team together we extend our thanks. The Team
T/as entertained to lunch with the College team and Messrs.Townssnd

and Payne gave short speeches.

After the game the team were en-

bertained to tea, and Messrs. Brokensha, Sulin and Payne were heard
to further advantage.

A novel feature was the presentation of the Bill Payne float
ing trophy. A striking piece of gold plate this is. One medal

with the names of the winners of last year has already been af
fixed. Although the Old Crocks were again winners this year,the
trophy has been left Virith us, and is much admired by visitors.
The Old Boys match was keenly contested, and the tables were
turned this time.

Owing to

a

pressure of fixtures in Duiban

where several of the Old Boys are doing duty, the

Old Boys team

was not quite representative.
Nevertheless it was an enjoyable
game, and the College fully deserved the victory. In the evening
there was the Annual Rugger dinner in the Hall.

The Junior side has given a good account of itself,and there
is some very promising material. Unfortunately D.P.H.S. have not
been able to fulfil their fixtures with us, so that we have not
had as many games as we hoped to have.

In the Colts division we have had perhaps the best Hugger.
They have played attractive rugger,and the standard is as high as
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it has ever been.

The three quarter play has been vrell wortl^

■watching.
Vi/hen the centres learn to run straigiiter, and so give;
the fast wings more room to move in, vre ough,. to have some thrill
ing dashes.down the line. Reeves, Larrington, Smith, Dyer, Henry,
Jacobs j MacNeillie, Good, Wood, Lov/e, . and MacNeillie ought todo
very well later on.

Competition games have been arranged for both Senior and
Junior Divisions.
Aitchison captains the Senior "IfVasps side and

Larrington the Junior side.

Nightingale R., captains the Senior

Wanderers side, and Reeves the Junior side.
To date the log reads
Senior:

Junior:

Yianderers

:

Was ps

:

Wanderers

;

7ms ps

:

p.

W.

D.

L.

•

3

1

2

0

4

• •

3

0

2

1

2

• •

4

4

0

0

8

• •

4

0

0

4

0

•

K. C,

At Kearsney.

vs.

STANGER.

23rd April.

The first half savir exchanges

Pts.

very even,

VJON 17-0.

with

the

lighter

College pack holding their heavier opponents well.
The ballwas
not coming cleanly from the scrum with the result that
the
backs were not given much room to move in.
The only score
of
the half was a penalty by Barratt from just beyond the 25.
Heavy rain in the second half, and the extra staying power of
the boys proved the value of fitness,and shovred that the handling
has improved a great deal. An opportunist try by Barratt after a
high kick,was follovradby a good three movement and Barratt scored
again. From another movement Crookes slipped a pass inside to Mr.
Purdon who had backed up and the latter scored close in.Folloviing
a neat break by Mr. Purdon a little while later Barratt cut in and
outpaced the opposition to complete his hat trick. Kirk convert
ed the last try, making the final score 17 - 0.
The forwards all played well and although light ought to
settle down into a good pack,individual mention is not necessary
when the whole pack played hard. The backs tackled we11.A little

!
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"""
r.

i—'

—" fclatt,
Crookea,
Barratt,
Fosa, Mr.itedon.CollinB
ightingale,
Driman,
Worth,Kirk.
Mendorff,
Boo-tii Aitchison
Bertraui, Bartholomev^.
-r Durban.
r.

K.30th
C. vs.
D. H. S.
April.

^'i-tson ,

Lost 5 - 6.

wfllf
a , by
£iariyfrom
on College
scored
asho«ad^T
penalty
Barratt,
near thenearly
half way
lineas;the
the rpsnl-tIcicle r>ra
splendid attempt, just falling short.

'

out lac
f
Adendorff showed the most dash through
D.H.S. backs coula not penetrate the defence. Just before hp Iftime
Barratt missea an opportunity of scoring from a penalty in a

-W
fewofchances
offered
uhem It
shoTOdA up well. GainingThethebacks
ballwith
fromthemost
the scrums
the
fairly good position.

^ ^iciioy

m

a

The second half v/as played in a deluge.
It was left to the final ten minutes to provide the scorinpthe ba^i
lied dead. The D. H. S. fonvards worked their wayDutupfield
by
goo footwork. A penalty for foot-up near the posts gave D.H.S,
the opportunity of opening the score•

tiorking their vmy to our line by good footwork the D.H.S.

forv/ards, who were playing splendidly, were rewarded with a t-y
When a forward fell over the line in a melee.

Just before the

Stc
from^th^""?^
playshot
to through
the opponents
ng from
the loose Barratt
the same took
player
a bunch25.
of RecelvoD awrs
and dived over for a splendid try, being winded in the procLs

Foss converted

and the final whistle went soon after with the

score unaltered (D.H.S. 6. K.C.5.)

—Dravtford, Foss,Barratt, Crookes ,Hopkins, Kirk, CoUins
In Durban.

VS. D. P. H. S. 1st.

yth May.

vjon 13 - 0.

three mirutee after U,e etart Crook.pieklng upfron toloo.e.
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scored after a good run. Stung by this early reverse D. P. H. S.,
worked their vmy upfield. In the tight the latter v/ere the better,
while College seemed to be the better in the loose. Doide,Coventry,

Richards and Coutts were prominent with some good rushes,and Crook
at centre was playing well.
Nightingale dummied his way through
and scored shortly before half time.

While the handling was fairly good in the first half, it was
very poor in the second half for some unaccountable reason.D.P.H.S.

were showing very much better form and were only kept from scoring
on several occasions. Capstickdale would not pass v/hen the oppor
tunity occured and lost several fair chances. Nightingale used tie
touch line with discretion and when in position dropped a
neat
goal. In comparison with the D.P.H.S. tackling, that of the
College side was poor.

From a forward rush A.V.Balcomb scored.

TEAM;— Hackland,Capstickdale,Crook,Christie, Walker, Nightingale,

Macartney, Knottenbelt C, Coventry,Doidge,Nichols,Richards^
Coutts, Davies, A.V.Balcomb.
COLTS vs. P.P.H.S.

Played in Durban.

7th May,

Yifon 23-0.

The College side was winning most of the set scrums.Soon ifenry
darted away to score in the corner. From the kick off,Lowe, Good
and Gilliat indulged in good footwork, and MacNeillie was sent over
for the second try.
Henry, MacNeillie, Harrington and ViRiitmill added further tries

bringing the final score to 23.

This was a good, hard, open game.

The ball was given plenty of air, and the backs did all that was ex

pected of them.

The whole team is to be congratulated on a good

perf®rmance.

™AM:- Dyer, Henry, MacNeillie, Smith, Vftiitmill, Harrington (c)..
Reeves, Wood, Gilliat, Lov/e, Good, Surgeon, Jacobs, King.,
W. Robinson.

K. C. vs. TEC. HIGH SCHOOL.

At Kearsney.

14th May.

Y/on 3-0.

Played in very wet weather on a field that resembled a lake ,

The sides were very evenly matched and Barratt registered the only
score of the game with ©ne of his characteristic tries,forcing his
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way over during the early
the handling vms good.
tried to score on his own
were not turned to scores

stages. In spite of the slippery tal..
On two occasions Kirk broke neatl; bi.
instead of passing.
Several penaktit
although the atteiiipts were all good cnes

Tec pressed in the closing stages and on several occasions w e r >
nearly over.

In spite of definite instructions to the

forwhrd,

to use footwork as a forni of attack, they persisted in attemptii;
to handle the ball, v/ith the result that ground w/asiaore often lot.
than gained. Barratt playing at half saved repeatedly and vms
tower of strength in defence.

TEM:-

Cravifford, Fobs, Crookes, Kirk, Hopkins, Barratt,Col line
Nightingale, Adendorff, Driman, Aitchison,Booth, Doidge
Coventry, Knottenbelt C.
K. C. vs. D. H. S.

In Durban.

21st May.

Won 6-5.

Played in Durban in the morning at 11.30, in fine ■weather.

College attacked early but were driven back by good touches. Afte:

very even exchanges, the ball svmng along the D.H.S. line Tirhere :

centre slipped through and with Kirk out of positionhe romped overto score a try which vms converted. This was the only score 1,
the first half.

In the second half Crookes twice broke

and on

each occa.sii^

tried to beat the full back ¥i;ith the T/'ing free, and two
opportunities were lost.

goide:

From one movement Kirk joined the lie;

and managed to score far out.
Shortly afterv/ards Foss missed
penalty from an easy position.A kick over the goal line by a D,H.
Player saw Foss bring the ball out and after a 50 yard
run
».
reverse pass

to Barratt saw

the latter break through only

to b-

tackled near the line. Shortly after,the, same player broke throug.and forced his vmy over with three,opponents hanging on .Foss jus^
failed to add the major points, D.H.S. set up a, series of stron';at
tacks but the defence held out. College vxinning an interesting gac:

by the narrow margin of one point.

■Q/n this game as in others the forwards failed to impress r"

'

There is not sufficient support from them, and ..the. line c 'u' '
work is poor.
T"rice after gaining possess ion of . the ball with ti, ^

scium Twh^eledj they, failed, 'to . take advantage of the position.

1EM -. D- K-irk Foss ,■ Barratt, Crookes , ■ Gapstickdale ,Crawford ,,Co,.li2.i.
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Adendirff, Nightingale, Driman, Aitchison, Booth,

Bartholomew,

Doidge, Coventry.
K. C. 16. vs. D» H. S. Under 1*^.

In Durban.

21st May.

Lost 6-8.

This vms the first time that a fixture of this type v/as played.
Owing to a lack of thrust at centre the side lost an even game.The
same player, at centre scored both tries for D.H.S. one of

v/hich

¥iras converted.
Of the forwards Mitchell and Davies shov/ed up well
Mitchell being responsible for both tries. Larrington at half play
ed well, and Reeves defended vrell, but was unable to set his threes

in motion frequently, as the ball ¥iras not coming cleanly from

the

scrum.

TEAM. Smith, Walter, Christie, MacNeillie, Dicks, Larrington (c).,
Reeves, Nichols, Coutts, Davies, M.itchell,A.V.BalcombjJaobs
Grood, Wood.
K. C. vs. WANDERERS, Under 19.
At Kearsney,

24th May,

W*n 19 - 18.

Fortunes fluctuated in this game, and excitement ran high
wards the end of the game.

College scored vjithin

the first

to
tvro

minutes of the game; for Barratt, taking advantage of a mulled pass
raced through to score betvreen the posts for Mr.Med¥rorth to con
vert.
Shortly aftenfirards froEi a cross field movement Barratt broke
through and handed off the full back to score in the corner. Wan
derers retaliated and a splendid forv/ard rush sa¥j- them go over far

out (8-3).
The game was played at a very fast pace and Wanderers were fin
ing the majority of scnmis, but the College defence held well. Soon

Barratt completed the hat trick by breaking through and outpacing
the opposition scored for Foss to add the major points (13 - 3).
Wanderers kept up a continued pressure and College
occasions had to touch do¥m.

on several

From a scrum near the line Wanderers

slipped over for the second try (13-6),
From the kick off in the second half "Wanderers kept up a con
tinual pressure and there vrere soEie dangerous movements
in the
College 25,
Barratt at this stage defended splendidly, and Cravirford at full back was kicking and fielding ¥irith judgment and neat-
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ness.

Froni close to the Wanderers line the ball caiue out from

ij

loose scruiri and Mr. Medworth dived over, Barratt making a good at

tempt to convert from the corner (16-6).

After some

play

ii

midfield France broke and scored between the posts.(16-11).Short
ly afterwards Yfenderers through their fonf/ards, were rewarded for
their splendid work by another try (16-14).
For the first tim^
YVanderers took the lead as the re)sult of a splendid drop goal

Street (16-18).

bj

Vilith the end approaching College made desperate

efforts to score, and there were a series of thrilling f-

move

ments.
Right on time the ball sriung along the line and
KiA
deiehed over in the corner, leaving College winners by one poinS
after a thrilling struggle. (19-18).
The game vras thoroughly enjoyed by both players and spectatoa

alike, for the ball was thrown about with much freedom,and|
the
were given plenty of work to do.
Apart from barratt who was outstanding in attack and defence
Crookes played soundly, as did Crawford.
Nightingale played hart

and the forwards as a pack have improved. Many of the Vfenderers*
mshes might have been stopped but the forwards were not incline#
to fall on the ball.

In the Wanderers side we ?/ere glad to see two Old Boys

is

the persons of France and Jacques, both of whom played well.
TEM;-

Crawford, Foes, Barratt, Crookes, Kirk, Mr.Medworth,
Collins, Nightingale D. Driman, Adendorff,Aitchi8on,
Doidge, Booth, Bartholomew, V/orth.
K. C. 2nd, vs. MARTSTS.

At Kearsney.

28th May.

VJON 22-0.

The first half was uninteresting owing to the fact that nei

ther side seemed able to get going, and f- movements were spoilt
by reckless passing and knocking on.

Mitchell

ed over for the first try in the corner.
The second half produced some good rugby.

eventually barg

Unfortunately tin
Marists side did not get the ball often and when they
did the
College backs allowed them no room to move in.
Scores came at
fairly regular intervals, and the backs were moving with freedom
From one of these movements Capstickdale dived over in the corner
and shortly afterwards Hopkins went over in the other corner after
a very determined run.
Cravirford came up and set the threes ir
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motion after making a splendid opening. Capstickdale

rounded

off

the movement by slipping past several pairs af eager hands. From
another clever movement Crookes scored

major points vfith a good kick.

for Collins

to

add

the

Springing the bal] along the line

again Capstickdale reversed to Collins for the latter to swerve in

neatly to score bet^veen the posts,

Knottenbelt converted, making

the final score 22-0.

Once they settled down,the backs played well,and the forvxards

game them plenty of the ball. Of the forvxards Knottenbelt T.played
with some of his old dash. Nichols vxas responsible for some good
work.

In the second half the whole pack played well.

team i- Crawford, Hopkins, Crookes, Crook, Capstickdale, Nightin
gale R. Collins, Knottenbelt T.(Capt), Nichols, Richards,
Knottenbelt C, Mitchell, A. V. Balcomb,Bartholomew,Hackland.
COLLEGE

At Kearsney.

vs. OLD CROCKS.

31st May.

Lost 23-17.

The follov/ing account we take from the Natal Mercury:Now and then,

there arises an

occasion when the curtains of

time are rolled back and for a season we live again.

However

transient such an appearance from the past may be it is always
fruitful in its production of pleasure.
On Tuesday the Rugby
giants of other days brought back memories of their hey-day.
At
Kearsney the Schoolboys met a team

vxhich travelled

under the un

dignified and not altogether truthful name of "old Crocks."

while many of the brightest jevxels in what Rugby crown

For

a

Natal has

ever possessed tvxinkled as gleefully as ever. These old vxarriors,
responding joyously to the call of battle, enjoyed themselves as
much as those who looked on.

Unfortunately, Jackson was unable to travel owing to illness,
and a substitute full-back was fielded by the Crocks, but Vfellie
Clarkson,

and Bill Zeller were there, so vxas the inimitable TaffV

Townsend, and in the pack, Alf and Bill Walker and Bill Payn all
performed prodigies.

Other old Natal players who assisted the

Springboks v/ere Pieter Stiebel, Fairy GBallam, Gilbert Ellis, and
Cecil Adlam, so that the

team was one rich

in memories

of times

gone by.

Kearsney, full of vim and enthusiasm, started «-ff the game
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v.'ith a rare dash and Barratt vras soon over the line for a iry
which left the defenders grasping the air.
Medworth converted
and soon after dropped a goal making the score 9-0. The veterans
were taking time to settle down but they established a mastery in
the scrums with their weight, and soon got settled do^m to r- .l
hard rugby, in which their gentleness, with the lighter opponei-ts
was a veritable revelation, especially when the fierceness of
their play in other days is remembered. The game was played with
desperate keenness, but no boy v/as ever in danger of being hurt,
the main purpose of the game being educational.
Naturally there
v;ere many glimpses of the old brilliance, but Yi/hile combination
was lacking, these vrent unrewarded.
Just before the interT/al

Bill Payn did one of his famous
Zieller.

"loose forward lurches'" and led

The old Springbok fled for the line to score the first

try for his side.
The rest seemed

believable extent.

to stimulate the

visitors to an almost un

They swept into the scrums with a joy that

could not have been believed

and they shoved

the

boys

off the

ball viith some grim scrummaging, though there was some clever
scheming, for many, husbanding their precious wind, did not shove
until they saw that the College had hooked the ball.
The latter
viare unable to heel it, and Taffy showed that even today he is
still an artist, for his passes vrere fast and accurate and he vias
always doing something unexpected.
¥lith the ball coming freely
in the second half, the Crocks had a time of action which tested
them to the utmost, though they lasted gallantly.
Clarkson and
Zeller revealed what might have been one of the secx-ets of their
splendid successes of some ten years ago.
At hardly any time
were they together ~ usually one was in the front line and
the
other resting, "fe savx Zeller show us that even today he can side
step as none of the present players can do and
only
tsrriiic
tackling

by these keen

schoolboys who never left the ball, kept

him in check. We had a glimpse of Clarkson-s amazing dummy. These
two men, artists in their day, and still masters iix the craft-had
their dazzling moments.

brother vrere doing

In the

much honest

forwaras

Alf

V/alker

and his

graft, nobly^ supported by their

team mates, while Bill Payn had a real joy-day. The scrum vxas nx>
place for him - his choice was to go a--roving an.d rove he did to
such an extent that he seemed n.lw&ys to have the ball. One spec
tacular dash will alvrays be remembeired,for he had the ball in one
hand and his absurd dummy was eagerly accepted by the defence.
Swerving and vreaving his way he almost scored several times and
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was interested in most of the movements.

Aif Walker it v\ras who first scored after the interval, and he

was folloired by Pascoe

after a dazzling' back attack in v/hich the

handling was glorious.

The forwards,not to be denied, drove dovm

the field with some more bewildering hand-to-hand passing attacks,
and altogether the boys saw

little of

dour defence throvm on to them.
could not hold

the ball and had a deal of

Gallantly though they played they

out the attacks vfhich experience thrust at them so

consistently and the Crocks had to score.

Arthur Walkei- scored

another try after a brilliant attack in which the ball had gone
twice across the field, with backs and fonmrds all in, and Sid.
Atkins on,Olympic Hurdles Champion,got another dovm the blind side.

He also scored the next,when he got up to boot a punt ahead, field
the ball, and fly for the line to score under the posts.
Payn
converted, this being- the only successful kick by the Crocks. Then
Kirk came to light wheni a pass was dropped and set out for the
line with such good purpose that he went the last 20 yds without
pursuit. Medworth goaled and the game was not yet over. Atkinson
scored once more in the corner to make the score 23
Medworth kicked a penalty goal.
Final score 23-17.

and to close

It was a most enjoyable game in all respects.There was so much
clever Rugby, as opposed to the mere exercise of strength,that the
boys must have learned much fran their game.
The College itself
has a finely balanced side, of which we were unable to see the
best,for the weight against them in the scrum ensured that
they
would see little of the ball and they were tied

fairly consistently.
even weight.

PAST

At Kearsney.

down to

defence

I should like to see them against a side of

vs.

PRESENT.

4th June.

Won 14 - 12.

Play began in midfield,and the Past were the first to attack.
Medworth picked up from the loose, and dropped a neat goal.
From
the kick-off. Present pressed until sent back by Jackson.
Kirk
went over in the corner, but lost the ball.
From the resulting
kick, Polkinghorne broke from a line out, but lost the ball, and
then Barratt burst through to start a movement that ended in Kirk
scoring an unconverted try.
Nightingale fumbled a high kick, and
Jackson, who had followed up fast, was over for a try before the
Present had realised the danger.
Medworth goaled.
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Crawford, v^ho vjas playing v/ith good judgment, intercepted
pass, but vuas thrown into touch on the corner.

All this time th.

Present forvrards showed a reluctance to heel, while the past kep:
heeling to Jex.

The latter vms in good form behind the scrum. M

the result of a fumble by Nightingale P., Jackson went over for hii
second try, very similar to the first.

Just after the resumption of the gfm®, C. Hopkins, Roberts ark
Irving combined in a splendid run.

From a

loose

scrum Barrats

picked up and burst through to the full-back, passing to Crawfort
who romped over. The Past returned to the attack, but. Nightingale
sent them ba-ck Tirith a good kick.

Hopkins for the Past, and

Kiri

for the Present were always dangerous.
Medworth went av/ay on tlis
blind side, but Barratt came across and saved with a diving tackle^
Driman, Adendorff, and D. Nightingale were always in the thicf
of things, but lacked support from the other members of the packDriman scored from a line out, and Barratt added the major points,
with a good kick.
With less than ten minutes to go, the PreseitE
began to play real rugby, and fast and furious were the exchanges.
Barratt went over in the corner, after a

clever bit of work

Crav^ford, Past were now tired, and Present were definitely on topi
During the last few minutes the Present were almost over again, bui
over eagerness spoilt good movements.

TKfiMS

OLD BOYS: Medworth, Jackson, Hopkins, H. Hulett, Roberts,
lilfinship, Jex, Clarke, Polkinghorne ,Irving,Gram,

Bromiley, AsWell, Boidge.
PRESENT:

Nightingale R, Foss, Barratt, Crookes,
Crawford, Collins, Nightingale D.,

Adendorff, Aitchison, Bertram,

Kirk,
Driman.

Knottenbelt T,

Mitchell, Knottenbelt C.
K. C, vs. ESHOWE SCHOOL.

At Kearsney.

IBtTjurl^I

Won 17-0.

During the first half College kept up a constant attack.Colli.nE

dribbled through to the line,and later Hackland was responsible for
some good work.From a passing oout a try should have resulted, for
Crook tried to break through v/ith MacNeillie next to him unmarked..
Immediately after,Crook atoned for his earlier fault,for he cut cut
a beautiful opening and sent Crookes over in the corner.First Reeves

broke round the scrum, and then he sent Collins nv/ay,for the latter
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to sell a perfect dummy and send Capstickdale over in the

corner.

Not to be denied, Eshovre set up a determined attack,and a drop by
the half only just failed. From a neat bout of passing Crookes han
ded off three players and went over for his second try.
Eshowe
worked their way into the College 25,but were driven back by
a
splendidly judged kick by Christie. After the whole line had hand

led, the movement broke down on the left, and from the resulting
loose scrum the line sped in the other direction,and

Capstickdale

was sent over for a capital try in the other corner.Half time came

with the score 12-0. In the second half the Rugger was not quite
as good. Many opportunities were wasted, mainly due to the forwards

desire to score themselves.

A really good movement saw Capstick

dale bundled out on the corner flag^ Christie was tested

several

times and emerged with flying colours. Although on the slow side,
his kicking was remarkably accurate, and of good length. The final
try was scored by Richards ,who bullocked his v/ay over,for Collins
to convert. Although this was the only try converted, all the at

tempts from the corner were good ones. Reeves and

Collins

played

splendidly, and the former, making his first appearance
in
the
Junior team, was the spearhead of the attack. He always did the
correct thing, and at no time neglected the line. After this per
formance, we expect really good things from him in the future.

TEAM:-

Christie, Capstickdale, Crookes (C), Crook,

MacNeillie,

Collins, Reeves, Doidge, Richards, Coventry,Knottenbelt C,
Nichols,CouttB,A.V.Balcomb,Hackland.

President: The Head.
Vice-President: Mr. G, M, Oram.
Hon.Sec.and Treasurer: R. J. Crawford.

Other Members of Committee: Foss, Coventry,Crook,V/orth,

Collins.

PROGRAMME :-

6th February.

The first part of the meeting

was

devoted

to

business. The chief item was the election of Officers for the term.

The retiring committee vms thanked for the efficient manner inwhich

they had carried out their duties,and Foss,the retiring Secretary,
v^as given a hearty vote of thanks for his services during the last
term.

13th February.

The subject for debate, "That

the

South

African

Natives should be educated", was proposed by Foss,and Macartney,and
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oppoaed by Bertram and Coventry.
The opening speakers spoke wel. .
The motion ves carried by 36 votes to 12.

20th February.

Hopkins and Bartholomev/ proposed "That profession-

aTisnT is detrimental to the best interests of sport", and were op
posed by Barratt and Worth. The Chairman suiuEed up vary suitably.
The motion was lost by a large majority.

5th March.
Aitchison, on behalf of the Society, welcomed back the
Vice-President and hoped that he had enjoyed his holiday. The VicePresident in replying, thanked the Society for their kind thoughts.
Mr. Purdon lectured on "The Gold Standard". This was much appreci
ated in vie?ir of its vital importance at this time.

Booth proposed

a vote of thanks.

12th March.

The following

members who

had failed

to

make

the

requisite nimiber of speeches gave short lectures on :"Ants"
"Talkies"
"indiarubber"
"Radium"
"Glaciers"
"Trees"

B. Nichols.
R. Richards.

B. Rllis.
A. V. Balcomb.

L. Good.
A. Yilood.

"Spiders"
"fifays of Travelling"

M. Christie.

"Burke and Y/ills"

I. Driman.

"Volcanoes"

N. Davies.

R. Weighlman.

At the end of each speech, questions were asked.

A vote of thanks w&e proposed by Crook, and seconded by Hack land, who said that the lectures had been interesting, particularly
the one on radium.

21et March.

The formation of a Mock Society was the subject for

debate.

Title t

The name of the Society shall be "The Zululand Automobile
Club"

Aims

1.

To promote knowledge and appreciation of the

beauties

of Zululand.

To provide

social and

recreational facilities

for

owners of motor cars, and Baby Austins, in Zululand.
To co-ordinate efforts for securing anything beneficial

to motorists in Zululand, particularly sign-posts

and

good roads.
Membership.

Membership shall be open to all owners of motor cars,and
their families in Zululand.
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Rules; (The chief rule \ms) - To encourage the by-products
cane industry, in Natal, members shall drive their
Union Motor Spirit only.

of
cars

the
on

Badge; The badge shall be a tsetse fly biting a cow, made in metal,

chrcmium plated, and to a scale of l/32nd., but the fly shall
be full size.

2nd TEI&I.

Members of Committee chosen were;- Barratt, Bartholomew,

Hopkins.,

Knottenbelt C., and Reeves,

April 2nd. As usual, the first meeting of the term was devoted to
the election of officers.
Bertram thanked the retiring committee.

After suggestions for the programme for the term had been received,
Mr, Oram addressed the meeting, stating that the speeches

in this

meeting augured well for the future,

April 9th,

The debate on the motion "That Natal should s e parate

from the Union", was proposed by Fobs and Aitchison, and opposed by
Mr, Bromiley and Crook.
emotional speeches
imously.

This was a most lively meeting and many

were heard.

The motion was carried almost unan

April 16th.
Adendorff and Reeves proposed the motion "That further
scientific invention would not be advantageous to the human race " ,
while Hopkins and Burnett opposed it. After the general debate the
motion was passed by 24 votes to 16.

April 25rd. "Ants and Termites" was the subject chosen by Kirk for
his address. He described the composition of the ant-heap, and
briefly outlined the various duties of the ants.He also spoke of the
Vfork of the fierce "Army Ants".
R. Nightingale traced the life of Dick Byrd from

his birth, to

the end of his famous North Polar flight.
At the end of
speeches questions vrere asked. Booth and Crookes thanked the

these
speak

ers for the lectures,

April 3Qth.

The debate on the motion "That the lot of the blind man

is better than that of the deaf and dumb" vras proposed by Christie
and Balcomb A.V,, while Capstickdale and Nichols opposed the motion.
After the general debate the voting resulted in the rejection of the
motion by 13 votes to IG,

May 7th. The chief item of the progranj,me, arranged by Barratt and
Foss, was a musical evening.
Cravrford proposed a vote of thanks to
the organisers for the enjoyable programme v/hich was greatly apprec
iated by the Society,
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iViay 28th, Bertram and Smith proposed the motion "That the Ind;'
should, be sent out of South Africa", while Richards and Coven''
opposed.
After the general debate, the President summed up. 1.
voting resulted in the motion being carried by 28 votes to 19.

Pli,.]Z.

L3-TYIH G .

Dr. Dyer, Acting Chairman, in the absence of the Chairman u
the Council, welccmed 4iir. F. D. Hugo, the Superintendent of Educa
tion, and called upon him to present the prizes.
In the course of his address,Mr. Hugo referred to "the subjee.:
of post Matriculation in schools.
S-omething between 'the Matricf"
lation and University where there v/ould be school discipline fc:another year or two would be welcomed, but hov/ to put it intoprar
tice 1

Somebody once asked him what Justification there was for
School like Kearsney.
The question implied, he thought, that ^
School located in a town drew a comparatively large number of d^
Scholars, and that, as boarders had to pay vrhether they came to "v
school situated in a town or to one in the country, it made no dif
ference to them.
Hence it would be economically sounder to ha'K

only town boarding schools. More careful examination brought t:
light a n'umber of most important considerations, however.
As &
townsman he could but admit that at Kearsney, in their

beautifu

sylvan seclusion, they had better facilities for concentrated stu<t
and deep reflection, than the mere townsmen, whose waking

as well

as sleeping hours m^ere constantly disturbed by the never-endingdl;
of street noises.

A visit a couple of years ago convinced him that a heal thy tosr
prevailed in the School, and vrhile the classroom side of school
work received due emphasis, the sports field was by no means ne
glected.
A healthy spirit was being housed in a healthy body.
Mr. Hugo concluded with a few remarks to the boys statingthsi

he hoped they would always do their utmost to keep the name of tls
school famous and Jealously guard its honour.
PRIZE YJINNERS.
FORM PRIZES.

TA.

1. G. Hulett.

IIB.

1. L. Smith.
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UA.

1. D. Raw.

2. G. Jacobs.

HI. 1. J« King.
IV.

1. R. Burnett. 2. H. Collins.

VB.

1. E. Smith.

VA.

1. J. Crawford. 2. J. Hopkins.

2. G. Booth.

VIB. 1. H. Aitchison.S. B. Coventry.
"VB.. 1. A. Crook.

2. K. Balcomb.

PROGRESS:

M. Christie.

IMDUSTRY:

M. Crook, R. Blondin, G. Kinsman.

SCRIPTURE:

R. Nightingale.

MUSIC:

J. King and S. Vftiitmill.

T.ITERATURE & DEBATING SOCIETY ESSAYS: Senior. J. Barratt.
—

^

READING:

Junior. L. Capstickdale.

Senior. A. Crook.
Junior. W. Robinson.

HINDSON MEMORIAL PRIZE:

Senior. A. Theunissen.

Junior. E. Smith.

CRICKET AWARDS;

Bowling:

"

Fielding: E. Peppier,
Batting:
J. Crawford.

"

CCMRADESHIP MEDALS;

K. Balcomb,

Senior. L. Weir.

Junior. S. ¥ilhitmill.

SPECIAL SERVICE PRIZE:

K. Balcomb.

SHOOTING TEAM FRIZES:

K. Balcomb'6 Team.
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The main interest of this quarter has centred round tne

sports field in rugger and in athletics, so that much time has
been spent in seeking physical fitness.

It j.s satisfactory to

know that the discipline of training has been rewarded with well
merited success in both directions,for an eagerly anticipated re-'

turn match with the "Old Crocks" resulted in victory, while four
records were broken at the Annual Athletic Sports meeting,, and a
team from the Durban Athletic Club who visited us a week previous

ly, underestimated the ability of the School representatives that
the visitors were the losers in almost every event.
It is a fine thing to sea the keenness with which- both
seniors and juniors have striven to fit themselves for these
events, and to watch the ability and manliness which they develop.
These things are an important part of a boy's education for they
teach a self-respect and a self-control that will be essential to
a useful manhood.Kearsney is doing good work for its sons in this
respect.

It is to be regretted, however, that so much talent and ear
nest effort should be denied the wider recognition that partici

pation in an inter-school sports meeting would give. The lack of
such an opportunity is not our fault,and we can but hope and quiet-ly work for the day when the Natal schools in general will com -

bine for such a purpose.

Kearsney in the past has had many who

would have won her honour against all-comers, and she would have
acquited herself particularly creditably this year; there is no
doubt that in the future, too, she will not fail to maintain the
high standard that has been set on the sports field in these early
years.

5cHnoi.IiaTE5.
At the beginning of the Quarter we welcomed back Mr. Reece
from his six months holiday in England.
He evidently found the
homeward voyage via the East Coast full of interest, and an amus
ing account of his experiences appears elsewhere in this issue.
While at home and free from the oppressive burdens of schoolmastering, Mr. Reece lightly turned his mind to musical composition.
A lively foxtrot,full of holiday gaiety was the result. Its title

"Piccadilly Whirl" is most apt, for the music is as bustling as
that busy spot of central London.

Peter Derek have pubMshe d
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the piece, and we trust royalties will flow in thick and fast to
the conLposer. It has been broadcast from Durban both by the
Studio orchestra and the organist of Prince's Theatre.
Mr. W. P. Bromiley left us at the end of June after a very
earnest six months work, and carries with him our best wishes for
his future.

We very much regret to record the death, during July, of Mr.
J. Miles Ellis of East London.

As the father of a member of the

staff and two of the boys, Mr. Ellis was closely connected with

the College and was always intensely interested in the work wo
are doing here. He visited the College twice, the second time
just a year before his death, and it was then that he offered
to present trophies for a shooting competition.
We extend our
sympathy to Miss Ellis and to the two boys, Joe and Barry, and we
ourselves mourn the passing of one of our sincerest friends.
The Annual Athletic Sports were held on Saturday, 1st Oc
tober, the last day of the term, and were a great success.
The

setting up of four new School records was a fitting and triumph
ant reward for the painstaking work that Mr.Medworth and the com

petitors had put in for weeks beforehand.Nor must it be forgotten
that the visit of a team from the Durban Athletic Club

on the

previous Saturday had enabled our boys to pick up some hints that
proved most valuable.
A team was sent down to Stanger to compete against the Stan-

ger School in the relay race on their Sports Day, and though the
two were equally matched in size, the Kearsney team ran away to
victory. The diminutive Henry was conspicuous for the way in
which he nipped round the course and increased the lead. By invi
tation of the Headmaster, Mr. Aitchison, Mrs, Matterson presented
the prizes at the conclusion of the afternoon's events, and Mr.
Medworth acted as Starter. His handicapping was not accepted

by

the girl competitors as unquestioningly as it is at Kearsney, and
the noise of his gun also seemed to upset some of them !

During the Quarter the School was visited by Mr. P.J.du Toit

Inspector of Schools, who came for the special purpose of examin
ing the Afrikaans work.
iative report.

He subsequently rendered a very apprec
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- ■ We congratulate the School XV on beating the "Old Crooks" in
Durban by 21 to 14jand also,on the excellent impression they made
in every way during their visit to town.

Though we have had no cases of malaria at the College, "pre
vention is better than cure", and, as now required by law, a
Malaria Committee has been formed for the district. The Bead has
been elected its Chairman and the meetings are held at the College
so the few mosquitoes that do occasionally bother us are in for a
bad time, harmless though they have been up to now.

Some two dozen boys, drara mainly from Forms 6b and 5b, have

planned to spend the Michaelmas holidays camping at Binkwazi
beach. Their preparations do not seem to be very thorou^j , and
there will doubtless be much borrowing of food and , crockery if

neighbours are .kindly disposed. Sister Attlee has generously of
fered to take a number of them into her house,
deed lucky.

and these are in

When teams are away enjoying themselves in Durban on Satur

days,, the restjof the Schooi that stays at home is apt to fdel

rather uncared.for, so the organization by Mr.Reece of treasure
, hunt on two such occasions during the Quarter was much a^preciatedi The first hunt was won by Coutts, and the second by Ifeokland and Smith.

The School suffered a chicken-pox epidemic during the quar -

ter;, it gath.ered in all the innocents and passed, over the old of"fenders but all who suffered, suffered cheerfully.

Form 5b:
Prep:

Dyer K. Came Feb. 1931. P.S.C. Exam 1931.
Balcanb
Balcomb L.
Balcomb N.
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Salv^te.
The following entered the College in August.
Form'Shv ; Jenkins R.H.C.

Bizana.

Form 4.

Theunissen,

Eshowe.

Forta 3.

Lee S.G.

Uelmoth. Piper D.K. Dmkomaas.

Prep,

Dnuanond J.R.P,

Verulam,

JDLIDS CAESAR.

Red lights, green, lights, blue lights, amber lights, Roman

soldiers fully accoutred and Roman Senators, in sweeping togas;
noisy crowds very dowdy and very plebian, cheering in acclamation"

or howling in derision; thunder rolling and lightning flashing,
suicides and blood smeared swords,a ghost appearing and vanishing
as ghosts will, into iiiin air, a violent quarrel between friends,
ah" oration that changes history

what variety and what

apparent confusion go to the setting forth of a play. How differ
ent from the book, vdiich one holds firmly in the hand and reads

in the comfort and security of an arm-chair, never stirring to;
press so much as.one single switch or to send one urgent message

or to move the smallest piece of scenery.

The reader supplies

his settings and his stage effects from his imagination; he needs
no organization, no rehearsal, no switchboard and rheostat, no
thundershsat, no pieces of scenery to cart to and fro, no flesh
and blood actors to chivvy and worry over. But on the stage it

self imagination must transform itself into reality; a crowd must
behave as a crowd and not ns a piece of statuaiy, must shout and
cheer or boo and hiss at the right time, and - not the least im
portant point - must be as quiet and as unobtrusive as mice when

its presence is. not required on the -stage.
Senators turned
soldiers must appear in costumes appropriate to the part and must
be ready in time; night must brighten into day and afternoon must

fade into night wiiia as much vereimilitude as. possible; nothing
must mar the effectiveness of the ghost's apparition , - switohes
must click and rheostats turn witii cumiiig inspiration, for these
devices are not ready in time to be rehearsed more "than once; the
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swords of tho assassins niust be clean when they are drawn to
strike, and crimson when the fell deed is done

these and

many other details must be mastered and organized if the {©rformance is to be a success. . The activity that goes on behind the

stage and the number of things that may go wrong at any moment ,
are little suspected by the audiencej and the producers, actors
and scene-shifters who co-operated so loyally to make "Julius

Caesar" go off without a hitch or untoward happening, are to be
heartily congratulated upon their success. ■ There is no

doubt

that the College added still further to its already high reputa
tion for its dramatic performances.

The above paragraph may seem to have over-emphasized the im

portance of the accessories to a play, for after all, the real
test is the quality of the acting. Judged from this point of
view, the actors came through their ordeal with flying colours
and it is difficult to find points for adverse criticism. Perhaps
the crowd was inclined to be too noisy and to indulge in overmuch
movement, but it would have been easier and far less enterprising
to have fallen into the opposite fault of too great a woodenness.
And one can understand that with schoolboys as his material, the
producer had to give his crowd plenty to do or they would have
lapsed into lifelessness and stolidity. On the whole, the crowd
scenes were well dona and were extremely effective.

Crook and

Weightman must be singled out for the able way in which they led
the others, and Crook also deserves comnendation for his acting
as the Second Citizen in the opening scene of the play.
For the principarcharacters there can be nothing but praise;
they spoke their lines with a clearness,an assurance and a sense
of their meaning that could not be improved upon.It is difficult
to distinguish between them, but there can be no doubt that

the

outstanding character was M. FOSS as Marcus Antonius. He played

his long and difficult part with a power which impressed the
audience from the start, and in the Senate-house scene, when he
sobs over the body of his murdered friend,he rose to real heights
of interpretation, and accomplished a piece of genuine acting
that would have done credit even to a professional.
There was
real grief both in his bearing and in his spoken words as he

recited the lines "O mighty Caesar ! dost thou lie so low .?",and
there was real defiance as, a moment afterwards, with flashing
eyes and bared breast,he turned on the conspirators and bade them.
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kill him too. And when,in the soliloquy at the end of the scene,
he vowed revenge, and promised that "this foul deed shall smell

above the earth with carrion men, groaning for burial", the whole
audience was carried with him on the tip-toe of expectation and
ardent desire. Foss accomplished another excellent piece of work

in his funeral oration,and, despite their familiarity, gave vital
meaning and freshness to the lines, so that one felt the response
of the crowd and their change from hostility to hero-worship was
entirely natural.

Marcus Brutus, played by i. BARHATT,recovered frcm a slight
air of woodenness at the beginning, and developed a praiseworthy
study of the part. He was every inch the "noble Roman". One of
his cleverest pieces of acting was his management of the difficult
business of committing suicide.
It might almost be said that

"nothing became his life like the leaving of it", and only those
who have actually tried pretending to stab themselves with a sword
as they stand alone on the stage, can know how difficult it is to

"die" naturally and effectively. Barratt managed it splendidly,
and as he gazed on his sword to bid it a last farewell before
pressing it to his breast, a tenseness was communicated to the

r.raudience that was not dispelled by the fiiiar death agony.
The part of Brutus is not an easy one, for it can soon be marred
, by too great stolidity on the one hand and excessive emotionalism
and consequent lack of truth to character on the other. Barratt

■ sucqessfully steered his away past both these pitfalls, and gave
a rendering which those who knew hint best had hardly dared to
:,hope for from him.
\

R. BARTHOLOMEW took the part of Cassius, and he both looked

and played it well. He spoke with admirable clearness, intensi
ty and passion, and yet with a simple naturalness that made one

forget that after all, he was only acting.

His recital

to

Brutus of the tyranny under which he supposed Rome to be suffering
was astonishingly convincing,yet hate and envy were apparent too.
In the murder scene, he maintained the spirit of the part the
v;hol8 time, without overdoing tilings in the least,and not only
his spoken lines, but his whole demeanour and by-play were excel
lently done. The quarrel scene in Brutus' tent was another

fine

piece of work;bitterness and grief poured splendidly from him, to
be followed with equal ease by resignation and reconciliation.The
part of Cassius fitted Bartholomew like a glove, and was carried
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through with distinction*

The other characters were also

suited to their parts .

RJightingale as Julius Caesar displayed the dignity and the calm
and arrogant self-confidence of a man who has fought his battles
and made his way in the world so that ha thinks he is beyond the
reach of enemies.

His death was skilfully and effectively man

aged, and provided one of the most thrilling moments of the play.
MCKUND AS PORTIA played a difficult part with the delicacy and

charm we expected of him after last yeai'S part in a female role,
while HOPKINS did well as Calpurnia. It is not easy for a boy to

"register" a woman's agitation, but Hopkins managed it very
capably. COVENTRY as the Soothsayer, BERTRAM as Decius Brutus and
D. NIGHTINGALE as Casca all gave very good accounts of themselves
in their respective parts.

Mr. Gram and Miss Ellis were again responsible for the

production and are to be congratulated upon an oiitstauding
success. The make-up was excellently done, and the stage-managing
showed foresight and much careful thought. For the first time a

professional orchestra from Durban was engaged - all ex theate

musicians by the way, and therefore returning as it were, to the]r
old love - and played "storm" and martial music during tho ipervals between the scenes, thus adding considerably to the effect iveness of the occasion.They also contributed incidental music

during the play itself, but as there had been no opportunity for
rehearsal with this addition, the actors were rather hindered than
helped by it.

The play was given on the last night of term, June 28th, and
the largest crowd of visitors we have ever had came to witness it.
Between 250 and 300 people crowded themselves into the hall, and
on all sides afterwards one heard them expressing their apprecia

tion of the excellent fare with which they had been provided. It

will certainly be a problem for the producers to "go one better
next year.
DRAMATIS PERSONAE.

Julius Caesar.

Nightingale S.

Marcus Antonius ] Conspirators
Marcus Brutus. (
against

Foss M. .
Barratt J.L,

Cassius.

Bartholomew R.

Jiitjus Caesar.

Nightingale D.

Conspirators
against

Casca.

Trebonius.

Crawford J.

Decius Brutus.

Julius

Bertram J.

Metellus Cimber.

Caesar.

Mtohison H.

Flavius i Marullus,
A Soothsayer.
Lucius.

tribunes.

Portia.

Coventry L.

a servant to Brutus.

Pindarus,

Calpurina.

Crawford & Aitchison.

Wife to Caesar.
Wife to Brutus.

Wood L.

Macartney R,
Hopkins J.
Hackland H.

Senators and

Crook, Macartney, Kirk, Adendorff, Hopkins,
Davis, Crookes, Doidge, Booth, Christie,

Soldiers.

Weightman, Driman L.

Citizens.

The above and also Good, Wood, Coutts,
MacNeillie, King, Dyer, Balcranb, Nichols,
Coventry, Burnett, Dicks, Pearce, Marshall.

Orchestra.

Under the direction of Mr. Frank Wood.

AfMiBYica,
Visit of the Durban Athletic Club,

Considerable interest was added to the Sports this year by
the visit of the Durban Athletic Club on the 24th September. This
Club does much to increase the enthusiasm for Athletics in the

Schools,and while they have visited other schools it is the first

occasion on which we have had the pleasure of their company.After
rain in the morning, we were fortunate in having fine weather for
the actual sports in the afternoon, A series of match events were

arranged against us, and points scored for places. Mr, Sulin, the
Manager of the D.A.C. team did the handicapping and our victory
is mainly due to his generosity in giving the boys starts which
the D.A.C. could not manage to make up. Specially instructive was

the exhibition High Jump by S. Murray, who employs the American
roll. Roodt, a very powerfully built athlete did some exhibition

throwing of the Javelin and the DiscTj§,,

These are items we hop^'

to introduce into.our programme in -|hi near future. There is nol

I
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doubt about the fact that the boys benefitted by their lesson for

this was easily borne out by the results of the sports a week
later. Apart from watching the actual styles they were able to

gain advice from these men many of whom have already done good
things on the track.
BESOLTS:
100 YAEDS.

Barratt (4)
1
Crookes (6)
2
Abemethy (scr) 3

Time 10 sees.

Distancer42ft 2| ins.

Kirk (lift)

1

Roodt (scr)

2

D.A.C.

1

K.C.

2

HIGH JUMP.

S. Murray.

5ft Sf ins,

440 YARDS.

Fobs (30)
Crook (46)
Murray (10)

1
2
3

Time 54'sees.

Barratt (8)
Abernethy (scr)
Hopkins (18) '

1
2
3

Time 23-sees.

SHOT PUTT.

EEUY (4x110)

220 YARDS.

and'

39f.t 10 ins.

A

5

Bertram (180)
Selby (70)
Steere (scr) '

MILE.

I
2
3

Tims 4 mins 36secs

D.A.C.

1

K.C.

2

JAVELIN.

Roodt.

Distance:

155 ft.

DISCUS;

Roodt.

Distance;

119 ft 2 ins.

MEDLEY REUY.

The D.A.C. were entertained to dinner in the evening and in

■ turn they entertained us to a concert afterwards.Mr.Wills played
pianoforte,solosj and sang while Messrs.S and L. Murray Sang sev-
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eral songs.

Mr. Sulin, on behalf of the D.A.C. presented the College with a
shield to be competed for on Sports day. This v/as to be awarded

to the boy who ran the best race of the day, irrespective of age.
This was a very sporting gesture on their part and was loudly
applauded by the school.

This is the second time that Sports Day has been held on the
final day of term, and the advantages of such an arrangement are
clear,for there was an unusually large crowd of parents and friaxls
present. Over one.hundred sat down for lunch which was served on
the front lawn.

It is pleasing to be able to state that the standard of

Athletics during..the day was as high as it has ever been. Con
scientious and correct training brought its own reward, and it is
to be hoped the Juniors will emulate the example set by the
Seniors.

During the course of the day four records were lowered

Barratt doing the 100 yards in lO.l/b sees and the 220 in 24, 3/5
sees; Foss covering the 440 in 67.1/5 sees and Kirk clearing 5 ft
2 ins in the high jump. They were all splendid performances,es
pecially the loo yards dash by Barratt, for vdiich event he was
awarded the Hulett trophy and the shield presented by the D. A.C.
for the best individual performance of the day. It was a fine race
and the sight of his running ahead to the tape, obviously putting
forth every ounce of effort, will long be remembered by those vdio
saw it. Foss had wisely saved himself for the 440, and ran a
well judged race though he does not possess as graceful and as
easy a style as Peppier, the record holder of 1931.

The standard of jumping showed considerable and welcome im.-

provement. Both Kirk and Dicks ought to do good things next year.
Kirk's jump of 5ft 2 ins broke a record that had stood since 1924

when Jackson establised it at 5 ft 1.2/3 ins, while Dicks and
Davies set new standards in the Junior high and long jumps, vizf

4ft 9|ins and 15ft Bins respectively.
MacNeillie and Dicks in the Junior division ran splendid

races, the formsr winning both the 100 'jids apd the 440 yds, while
the latter won the 220.

It iras pleasing to see a Junior using

such good judgment as UacNeil^ie did in the 440» i \

The Cross-Country races/l^n off a week before the Sports,
were keenly contested.'

The Preparatory entry was not a strong

one, but IWhitelaw ran very well indeed.

' Christie deservedhis

win in the Junior section, while Bertram in the Senior, merits a

special word of praise for he ran a fine race, and would have
done even better time had he had someone to pace him.
This was
also the case in the Mile on Sports day, for he led by a long way
after the second lap.
Had he had someone to pace him, the Mile
record might easily have been lowered.
At the conclusion of the events Mrs.A.S,L.Hulett very kindly

presented the prizes, and in a graceful speech, congratulated the
successftil competitors and the School generally upon the success
that had been achieved.
EVINTS.

SIMILES CROSS COUNTRy (Run off, Friday, 16th September).
Senior.

I.Bertram,

2. Bartholomew,

3, Doidge.

time 21miris 41secs.

Junior.

1. Christie,

2. Sipith,

3, Gilliat.

time 24mins 40sec3.

prep.

1. Ihitelaw.

2. G. Hulett.

3. Mark.

THROWING THE CRICKET BAI.L, JUNIOR ■- FINAL,

1. Booth,

2. Pavies, Distance 76 yards,

HIGH JlsP, SENIOR - FINAL,

Fina] L. Kirk,

2. Barratt.

3. Capstickdais

Height 5ft 2ins (RECORD).
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75 YAIfflS PREP. DHDEIR 10.

1. Eobinflon.TT ,

2. Mark.

Tina 11^sees.
220 YARDS, JOHIOR - PIML.
Final. 1. Dicka.

2. Christie.

3. Nichols.

Time 27 sees*
*

HIGH jaiP PREPARATORY - FINAL.

Final, 1. Bailey.

g, Drunffliond.

Height 3ft ijins,
THROWING THE CRICKET BALL, SENIOR. FINAL.

1. Crookes,

2. Weightman.

Distance 96 yds.
ONE MILE WALK, OPEN.

1. T. Knottenbelt. 2. Bartholomew, 3. Booth,
Time Smins 8 sees.

440 YARDS JUNIOR - FINAL.

1. MacHeillie,

2, Dicks.

3, Christie,

Time fiSisecs,
5,

POTTING THE SHOT (16 lbs).
!• Kirk.

2. Adendorff,

Distance 30ft ofins. '
3 LEGGED RACE - PREPARATORY.

1. Bazley & Drummond.
75 YARDS PREPARATORY CHAMPIONSHIP.

Finali 1, L. Smith.

2. Bazley,

G. B^^lcoiab.
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220 YARDS, OPEH.

Final. 1, Barratt.

2. Hopkinfi.'

3. Crookes.

Time 24|'8ec8 (BEC0Ii3)).

f

long jimp, junior, final.

Final. 1. Davlea.

2. Larrington.

3. Dicks.

Distance: ISft 8 ins.

SACK RACE, PREP. 1. Drummond,

2. S. Mett,

OlD BOYS' RACE (100 YARDS).
2

1, Macfarlane. 2. Jackson. Time ll-g-secs.
440 YARDS OPEH - FINAL.

Final. 1. Foss.

S.Bertram.

2. Crook.

Time 57'g;80C8. (RECORD).
100 YARDS, PREP. FINAL.

1. Bazley,

2. Smith

S.G.Balcomb.

2. Dicks.

3. Nichols.

Time 14^secs.

100 YARDS, JUNIOR.
Final. 1. MacHeillie.

Time 12 sees.

100 YARDS, OPEN.
1. Barratt.

2. Hopkins.

3. Kirk.

Time lO-^secs. (RECORD).
PARENTS' WALKING RACE. 1. Mrs.Foss and Mr. Hopkim,
HIGH JUMP, JUNIOR. Final.

1. Dicks. 2. Davies. Height 4ft 9| ins.
gftpg otfir

—J—
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440 YAEDS MAY RACS. Past vs. Present.

PRESENT.

ONE MILE OPEN.

f,

Bertram.

2. Crook,

3. fiitholoinew.

Time 6 mins 12-g sees.
OBSTACLE RACE.

Senior,

1. Macartney.

Junior.

1. MacNeillie.

Prep.

1. Uhitelaw,

LONG JUMP, OPEN, - FINAL.
1. Barratt.

2. Kirk.

3. Nightingale,

Distance 17ft 7|ina.
LONG JUMP, PREPARATORY'- FINAL.
Finals

1, Dnunmond,

2. Smith.

Distance lift 73
7l
■4 ins.
THREE-LEGGED RACE.

Coutts & Reeves,

INTER-FORM REIaY RACE.

Form Via.

TUG-^'-lAR, Pr'efects vs. Rest.

THE REST. '

KICKING FOR GOAL (Competed for on Monday, 12th Sept.,)
Senior.

1. Aitchisbn,

Junior,

1. Harrington.

The second half has been a very short one, for with 'the
Athletic Sports due to be run on the 1st October, it was deemed

wise to leave some clear weeks for training.
The Junior and Colts sides finished' the season without :us-

taining a defeat. '

On^the lOth Septem'i'erj the second gai;-ea-

gainj3t the Old Crocks mi played, this time on'the^frack groand
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in Durban.
This game was much enjoyed, and we were fortunate
enough to defeat the Veterans for the first time.
The team was entertained to a dinner in the evening,, when

Messrs. Brokensha, Hodges and A. P. Walker made speeches. . We
appreciate the honour that was done us, and the boys will proba
bly remember the day as a red letter one in their sporting car- .
eer.

let vs. KRAMSKOF.

Kearsney 13th August,

WON 10 - 6.

The heavier Kranskop forwards were always dangerous.. While

they gained the ball from the majority of set scrums it was of
little avail,for the threes showed no inclination to open up the
game,and when they did attempt to do so the College tackling was
too keen to allow any scope. In the loose, however, the College
side held the balance of the play. Mr. Medworth opened the scor
ing by dropping a goal from far out, and the
Kranskop ■ side

retaliated by scoring an unconverted try after a great forward
dash.

In the second half the better trained College side showed- greater
stamina and there were repeated thrusts by the backs. From cne
of these movements Barratt came round the outside of Kirk, and

taking his pass at top speed, crashed over in the corner.
The
other try was scored by Crookes,after some splendid forward play
by Mathesoa and Mr. Reece. Just on time Kranskop scored another
try in the comer through their forwards. It was a hard and
fairly even game, the extra finesse of the College side turning
the scale in their favour.

TEAM:

Crawford, Foss, Barratt, Crookes, Kirk, Mr. Medworth.,
Collins, Matheson, Mr.Reece, Driman, Adendorff, Bertram,
Richards, Bartholomew, Booth.
UNDER 14 vs TEC. HIGH SCHOOL.

Durban 20th August.

WON 21-0.

Soon after the start Larrington, exploiting the dummy to
advantage, was very nearly over, being tackled on the line.

Nichols ope^pd the scoring by diving ^er after the game had been
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in progress for 5 minutes. Reeves made a clever
opening
for Larrington who side-stepped neatly to score the second try.
Nichols made a determined run and was only stopped after he had

beaten have the opposing side. MacNeillie'was the next to go
over after a clever bout of passing, and then Henry was presented
with a gift try, from a fly kick by one of the Tec boys.Half time
came with the score 12-0.

On resumption MacHeillie scored twice in quick succession

after solo runs. He showed a good turn of speed in the second run
completely outpacing the opposition. Near the end Nichols dived
over after a melee on the line.

None of the 7 tries was convertedjpossibly owing to tte largeness
of the ball. The game provided some spectacular three quarter
play, With larrington. Reeves, and MacNeillie the most elusive
players. At forward Nichols proved a host unto himself.
(Final score 21 - 0.)

'Christie, Henry, MacNeillie, Smith, miitmill, Larrington,

Reeves (Capt), Nichols, TTood A. Oxland, A.V.Balcomb,Lowe',
Jacobs, Poole, Gilliat.

COLTS vs D.P.H.S.

Kearsney 27th August.

foN 17-0.

A game of fluctuating fortunes. Early on D. P. H. S. were
prominent and INhitmill was forced to' dive to save the line from

being crossed, then Henry was sent away on the wing and was only
just bundled out on the corner. The Prep at this stage did some
splendid tackling. The first score came after Reeves had dummied

his way through to send Larrington over. A splendid run by Gibson
nearly led'to a try, but.Ijhitnill:saved in time.

From a free kick awarded to D.P.H.S.Larrington gained possession,
and beat man after man with clever dummies and side-steps, and on

being tackled on the line Reeves was up to take a pass and dive
over. Gaining,most of the ball the College side kept up a con
tinual pressure, llhitmill carved out an opening but was tackled
when about to score, and then Jacobs went over from a scrum near

the line. The best movement of the- gLme saw the ball swing along
the line, and when Henry was hemmed in he reversed in field and

|he ball travelled back, to Reeves: who sconed close in
for
-Larrington to ctnvert.Sepng a perfect dummy, Lai:f,^gn romped
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over just before the final whistle went. (17-- O).
TEAK; Smith, Henry, Ihiimill, Jacob8,6. Balconib,Larrington (c),
~

Reeves, Lowe, Wood, Gilliat, King, Pearce, Surgeon, Bazley, Robinson W.
■

(

JUNIORS vs D.P.H.S. 1st.

Kearsney 27th August,

WON 33 - 0.

The College side was the heavier - and proved altogether too
strong for the Prep side. Nichols opened the scoring after a
determined run down the line.

After Walter had failed to score

by the odd yard,!Nightingale R. dashed over on the blind side.
Scores followed in quick succession.

Further tries were scored

by Nightingale (3), Doidge (3), Baloomb W, Dicks, and MacNeillie.
Flanders for D.P.H.S. played splendidly and kicked and tackled

heroically. Owing to two injuries in the second haK D.P.H.S.
played with 13 men at one stage and were responsible for some good
defensive work.

Final score 33-0.

TEAM: Christie, Walter, Crook, MacNeillie, Dicks,Nightingale (c)
Baloomb W, Nichols, Doidge, Knottenbelt C,

Coutts, A.V.

Baloomb, Coventry, Hackland, Ellis.
1st Y8 TEC

Durban 3rd Septsaber.

HIGH-SCHOOL.

LOST 13-18.

While Tec scored 16 points in the first half all our prints
were scored in the second half. Ifed opportunities been grasped
early in the second half the result would have been a comfortable

win for ttie College side.

During the first half, the side did

not seem to be able to get going at all, and there was some list
less play.
From a three move Tec opened the score, and then Kirk was away on
the wing with the ball at his feet, but as he dived for the line
the ball slipped from under his hands, and a certain try went

abegging-.

Barratt and Foss were called on in turn to save from

threatening movements, and the Tec shoved the scrum over the line

to score tl^e second try.
Almost imnediately after this attee
movement n&lted in the third converted trv for Tec. Half time

I
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score (o-15).
From the

first movement

in the

second half Crookes missed his

pass and Tec booted ahead and registered their last score. Driman
ran half the length of the field before being grassed and then
Barratt goaled a penalty from close in. (3-18). A series
of
scrums on the Tec line looked promising but the ball did not
come from the scrum and on two occasions the line had glorious

opportunities of scoring when a quick pass was all that was
required.

The Tec worked down field and from a three movement

Barratt intercepted and ran ha.lf the length of the field to score

between the posts. Foss concerted (8 - 18).

Driman, who was

playing a dashing game, secured from thje line out and burst

through for the final score, Foss goaled (13 - 18),

Macartney

making his first appearance at full-back gave a good account of
himself and extricated the side from some awkward corners. Aden-

dorff worked hard as usual, but the rest of the forwards did not

come up to scratch, and the result is due largely to their lack of
bustling.
»

TE/iM:

Macartney, Foes, Barratt, Crookes, Kirk, Crawford,Collins
Driman, Adendorff, Bertram, Knottenbelt T.
Richards.,
Bartholomew, Aitohison, Booth.
let vs OLD CROCKS..

Durban 10th Seotember.

21 - 14.

■ '■ In this game the forwards,for the first time- this season ,
■showed some real solid work. ■ Although they were^ outweighted
they stuok to their task manfully, and laid the foundation for

the scores.
After the Old Crocks had set up a series of
attacks the College forwards broke away and some interpassing was
indulged in. A sudden attack on the left with the Old Crocks
out of position gave Bartholomew a clear field and Mr, Medworth

converted (5-0),

Not to be denied the Old Crocks swept down the

field in irresistible style and a long pass saw.Atkinson over far
out. Jackson goaled with a splendid kick (5-5). There was some
interesting play but no further score before half time. Townsend

at the base of the scnim swung attacks in the most unexpected quar
ters and only forward passes prevented the Old Crocks from in
creasing the score.

"iSi'ter Mi". Medworth had dropped a penalty goal, Cl^^on
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over for the equalising try. Kirk was the next to get away and
was only overhauled after a 50 yard run by Atkinson. Some spec
tacular three movements by the Old Crooks, were stopped by keen
tackling, and payn threaded his way through on several occasions
but was brought down just in time on each occasion. From a loose

scrum the ball was swung out and Mr. Medworth made an opening and
sent Barratt over for a well earned try (11 - 8).
After some
desperate tackling, for the Old Crocks were determined to keep

the score within sight. Foes broke away on the wing and side
stepped neatly to score between the posts.

Barratt conver

ted. (16 - 8). The Old Crocks replied with a try by Atkinson,
and for sane time kept up a continued pressure, which ms reliev
ed by some good footwork by the College forwards. From another of
the many three movements Clarkson burst through as of old to score

the final try for the Crocks (16 - 14). Kirk settled the issue,
when sent away on the wing, with Barratt backing up inside, flhea
confronted by the full back he dummied and romped round for a try
which Collins converted,

Final score: College (5'goals, 1 try, 1 penalty) 21.
Old Crocks (I goal, three tries)
14.
In the evening the team was entertained to a dinner by the Old
Crocks. During the course of a very interesting and witty speech
Mr. Brokensha, the Manager of the Old Crocks side, presented the
Bill Payn floating trophy to Barratt, the College Captain.
In
congratulating the College on their victory,he expressed the hope
that ttiey would retain the trophy - for a short while. Mr.Hodges
and Mr. A. P. Walker, the Captain of the Crocks side, also made
speeches. The dinner was much appreciated by the boys, who will
treasure the memory of a pleasant evening spent with men who have
made their names fcanous on the Rugger field.
RUGBY CHARACTERS.

'^^RARRATT J, Captain. Centre. Has been the mainstay of the side
both on attack and in defence.

Kicks well with

both feet, handles and tackles brilliantly at
times. A good captain, and leader by force of
example.

^FOSS A.M.

Wing. Defence much improved.
though rather slow starting.

A determined runner,
Handling has im-

I
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proYed considerably. A fair place kicker.
S^NIGHTOGALE

D. Forward. Works hard and possesses a good turn of
speed. The most consistent forward of the side.

mUK A.

Wing. Has played centre but as yet lacks the finesse

for that position. Ought to become a dangerouswing
Should learn to get off the mark more quickly and
take more pains with his kicking.Shows promise of
becoming very useful.
R.

Forward. The best hooker, and shows plenty of dash
at times. Tackles well and good in the line out.

M)i3ID0EFF J.

Forward. Has played hard throughout the season

showing plenty of determination. Handling much
improved, and line out work good.
^CRAWFORD J.

Full-back and Fly-half. Slow but safe.

Shows

splendid sense of anticipation and kicks well with

both feet. With more pace will be dangerous

to

attack.

COLLINS T.

Scrum*-half. Much improved. Tackles well and gets
the line moving well. Must watch the scrum before
putting the ball in. Has pace and kicks well.

Jg)ROOKES E.

Centre. Sound on attack and defence. Should learn

to kick under pressure. Has a powerful hand-off

but noist still learn to make more openings for
his wing.
^BERTRAM J.

Forward. Past and has a safe pair of hands. Kicks
well, and breaks from the scrum with discretion.
Always up in support.

SOOTH G.G.

Forward. Has improved. Footwork very good.Lack of
speed prevents his being one of the best forwards
in the side. Has developed a splendid sense of
anticipation.

BARTHOL(mr R.

Forward. Works well,and has plenty of dash. Should

I
do well,, if defence rmprovea i
RICHMDS R.. EonwaccL. Greatly inigEeTOd..A. hard woStor. Inclined to

iosa his head-when, qaicfe thinking

required.

AITCHISON H.. Eorward.. Edotwoxk. good,,, hut slow. Quick thinking aqd
action aca.MBOa'tL essential and should hfi Cultivated.
Kicks waHU.

^SfKNOTTENBELT T'.. HaS' not-jFetrecovaredlhis form since his enforced ab
sence from the; sida. Hard worker, but inclined to

indulge; in wildi kioking at times. Fair place kick.

^Colinirs..

+ Merit Cap.

Colours have been: awarded to

(Crawford,, Kirk,. Ctookes, Collins, Nightinga-le.D. ..
Knottenbelt.T.. Bertram, Adendorff.

In the Junior Division there is some promising material.
Larrington and Reeves' should be. a good pair of halves later, and
MacNeillie shows promise of becoming a very useful centre. Henry
is fast and possesses a disconcerting side-step. Lov®'and Wood.A
have been the best forwards,, while Jacobs shows a keen serise of
anticipation.

In the competition games the Wanderers sides,were top of the
log in both Divisions. Nightingale R. and Reeves, the respective
Captains, are to be congratulated on the capable way in vdiich
they handled their teams. These games produced some bright and
keen rugger and were enjoyed by all, in games .of this nature the
team, spirit is usually a deciding factor,and since it is one that

is so essential to any side,the Competition games have definitely
served their purpose.

hpBcfvs Ndte-s."
At the beginning of August George Hulett was operated ...
on I'o;-

appendiciti:5. We are glad to see he is now fully recovered.

H. Stott uns c-jt on vacation from Edinburgh in August.

I
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D. Stone writes from Richmond,wishing the Old Boys' Club success.
E. peppier writes happily from Cape Town where ha is in an Insur
ance office.
He attends evening classes four times a week and
at the end of the year is going to write the Matric. again
in

English, Afrikaans and Mathematics.
This will allow him to
enter for the Insurance e'}^inationsi. ■ Though he is working day

and night,he describes himseif as "putting on weight rapidly" and
being generally "in the pink".

President: The Head.
Vice-president: Mr. G.M. Gram,
3rd TERM. Hon Sec.i: Treasurer; M. Crook.

Other /members of Committee Aitchison, Coventry, Nichols,
■
Knottenbelt I, and Weightman.
PROGRAMME.

6th August.

The financial statement showed a credit balance of

£2,14..0. carried forward: from previous quarter. Under Bertram's
. chairaanship, the offioers for the quarter were elected as abovej
Foss thanked the retiring committee and we loomed the new officers.

Barratt welcomed Mr.Epece baofc after his vacation in England, and

the Tice-President appealed to members to prepare their spee

ches more thoroughly and so: improve the standard of speaking.

13th August.

Barratt was in the Chair, and the meeting took the

form of Impromptu debates.
The following subjects moved the
, speakers to various degrees Of eloquence ranging from a painfully

halting sentence or two to some really glowing purple passages !
The Ottawa conference.

Schofield and Adendorff

The Beauty of Tomatoes.

Davies (who perhaps not

(surprisingly rather strayed from the
point).

Exactly what I think of my next-door Nightingale R. :(a very
neighbour.'

tame and friendly

affair).

I
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Why horse-racing should be abolished.

Bertram.

This afternoon's rugger matches.

Christie .■

Talkie Films.

Balcomb.

It is wrong to say that the youth of
yesterday was better than the youth

Aitchison.

of today.

Why I would rather have my feat than my
Hopkfhs.

ears.

Why I like sunsets better than sunrises.

Driman.

27th August. The motion "that Prohibition should be enforced in
South Africa" was proposed by Crawford and Schofield and opposed

by Bartholomew and Kirk. The motion was lost by a larg majority.
3rd September. The following lectures were delivered;
Patriotism.
My favourite hero in fiction.
Butter making.
Punctuality.
How to be happy though:a schoolboy.
The manufacture of paper.

Capstickdale.
Ellis.
Doidge.
Smith.
Worth.
Jenkins.
■:* '

The Panama Canal.

MacNeillie,

, >

^

Bechuanaland.

Coutts.,

Pretoria.

Wood I,.

.

Our Dug-out.

Reeves.

V

Many of these lectures were ably delivered.'

Capstickdale'6

was outstanding for phraseology and development.
Worth's con
vulsed the audience with legitimate laughter while the quieter
humour of Smith's was also much appreciated.
loth September.

This meeting took the novel form of collective

or community story-telling, one member beginning the story and
the others carrying it a stage further in their turn. Aitchison
laid the foundations with two characters of great promise upon a
burning ship, and not the wildest imagination could have conjec
tured the wanderings and ultimate fate of these two heroes.Adven
tures with cannibals, daring escapes and repeated shipwrecks were
only part of the adventures that befel them. Ultimately they vrere
rescued and taken to Australia where they settled down as sheepfarmers.

I
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The story, of course, was fantastic and impossible but it served

the purpose of exercising the imagination and the art of express
ing ideas in words.

l:eKHi5

r£3,

During the second term a tennis "ladder" competition roused
the interest of the boys. The Senior section was won by Craw
ford, the Intermediate by Weightmah and the Junior by Balcomb A.V.
On 31st August amatchwas played against a team from IMilali

kindly collected and brought up by Mr.Liege Hulett.The visit o r s
won by 62 games to 55. The College was represented byjlr.ltedworth
Mr.Purdon, Mr.Reece, Crawford, Kirk and Collins.

EabtCoastJaflTHrTFi.
LOUBENCO MARQUES. Something or somebody (R.I.P.) persuaded me to

visit the Polana Hotel. Too fine a hotel to be missed,etc,, I
I tramped through the town, where, the thermometer registered 105° in
I the shade, and decided never to live in Lourenco Marques. Those
citizens who were not stewing on their beds all spoke Portuguese,
-— —

MAWW y V* IV VW • ^

X

and I received my directions from one or two semi-donnant natives.

: Three miles under the pitiless sun and I arrived. Decided that to.
arrive was better than to travel hopefully. Also, under the cir
cumstances, decided that the Polana was over-rated.

I ZAMZIBAR.Pestered by guides, with names ranging from John Bunyan
to Charlie Chaplin. One approached us and said "Me George Washing
ton. Me show you all places". He showed us, moreover, a bunch
of testimonials, one of which read;"This man is the biggest liar
in Zanzibar". Decided not to choose him.

Only one street in the heart of the town was wide enough for our
motorcar. Among other things we- saw the Sultan's old

and - n e w

palaces. The grounds of the former had a high wall to prevent his
wives from escaping. Further on we passed through the village of
Bu-bu-bu.

last moment we went to see Liza,the tortoiEe,aged
390 years. Born before Shakespeare i |em^.|^ time I go, mus t

-•db:

ask her whether Shakespeare really wrote Shakespeare's plays.
ADEN.

A TOry cheerless place this, built mostly on rock. It is

said to have rain once every seven years, so there is nothing
growing whatsoever - not a tree, shrub, flower or blade of grass.
Just earth and rock.

The Persian Tombs afe said to be 3000 years old,and are excellent
ly preserved. Report hath it that King Solomon visited them. J'ust
ask Liza if this is true.

SUEZ. Did some good bargaining here (as elsewhere). Beat a 50/aSber necklace down to 8/- before buying it. Mem. Must get a job
as Commercial Traveller when I'm tired of teaching Latin.
SUEZ CANAL. Went down here mostly by night, so didn't see much of
it. The canal is 87 miles long and averages about 80 yds in width.
On either side,as far as eye can reach,lies interminable desert. ,
parallel with the canal can be seen a canal of the

Pharaohs'

(built by Ramesis II in the 13th century B.C.) in quite good con
dition. Must ask Liza virtiy it was built.
PORT SAD.

Nuff said !

MEDITERRANEAN SEA. The blue Mediterranean was entirely grey. We
passed the rock Scylla and the whirlpool Charybdia,in -the Straits
of Messina. Decided that Odysseus had a fertile imagination. Also
saw StrOmboli erupting.
'

.*

GENOA. Noticed that everyone hung their washing out of their findows to dry. Visited the finest cemetery in the World here, and
also went through the King's Palace. Looked in at an Italian cin-t
ema and saw Buster Keaton being shown.

We made a 60 mile chara trip down the coast, where we found the

English Nobility bathing. This trip included, "Very best meal in
very best hotel", which turned out to be macaroni,roast beef, and

cheese - and cost 6/8.
CHANNEL CROSSING. Took pity on the starving fishes.
Mem. Must encourage the channel tunnel.
LONDON.

You can't beat London, after all J

F. R.
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^

shouldered the burden with.a will.

^

tion is in the neighbourhood of a million, and the opium farms,

The present Chinese popula-

which numbers of them control, are a great and valuable asset to
the Company.

The British North Borneo Company, rules over a large area of
the Island and in 1889 their territory was further enlarged by
the acquisition of Labuan which the British Government could not

afford to keep any longer.

It now forms part of the State of

Brunei.

Perhaps a few words on Chartered Companies in general might
be applicable.
The story is certainly not new. The Dutch East
India Company collapsed smd left in its trail many abuses which
were to prove harmful to the country.
The English East India
Company iras narrowly saved from the same degree of failure, and

as the British South Africa Company acted as pioneer, only to
have the reigns of government taken from its hands, so it
be with Borneo's Chartered Company.

will

The British North Borneo Company is essentially a "go-ahead"
institution, continually imbued with the desire to bring light
into the mysterious interior.
About thirty years ago the Com
pany endeavoured to build a railway across the North but before
the project had gone forward very far,itwas fortunately realized
that a railway was not the crying need of the country and work
was stopped. The cost of clearing and keeping the jungle open ,
of spanning gorges and tuimelling would have been enormous and
the Company would never have been fully repaid.
My reason for

inserting this is that, upon looking at a map of Borneo, people
invariably enquire how the country is to develop if there are no
railways to tap the interior.
A railway, however, is not the
solution, for there are, as yet, no large towns in the interior.
Tremendous initial outlay is needed before a Company is
able to commence building schools, educating the natives, intro
ducing experimental food crops and supplying the hundred and one
other necessaries which are essential to the foundation of a new-

country.

In -this respect the Company is fulfilling its self-

appointed task bravely, but in time the British Government will

relieve it of its heavy duties, subsidize North Borneo, and not

till then shall we see this neglected piece of Ebipire on the up-

~36<"i

ward grade,

Britain may be thankful that North Borneo has not

fallen under alien

influence for

it occupies

a

peculiarly

strategic position as a stepping-stone to the Far East. Were we

precipitated into conflict with the yellow Races tomorrow. North
Borneo would auttHoatically become

the warship-base

of our Navy

in the East.

It is more than certain that as the Pacific Archipelago is

exploited this large island cannotbe left out of serious reckon
ing, for it could be made, in truth, a veritable El Dorado. It
is here that the Orient and Occident have met on common soil,and

it is incunijent upon us to see that the former will

become

supreme, and that British rule will hold sway over British North
Borneo.
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aristocrats of the natives of Borneo.

^

They possess lank, black

hair, similar to that of the Indian, which they tie up in like
fashion to Kelson's sailors of the eighteenth century.

They

have straight, clear-cut features,and in youth,a fair skin which
is later tanned black from exposure to wind and stin.
Many of
their strange customs and rites bear a curious resemblance
t o
those of the Malay States, and it is conjectured that
they
originally immigrated from the mainland before the evolution of
the Malay tribe in Borneo with whom they are thought to be akin.
They have, therefore, no connection with the other numerous tribes
of Borneo and their adherence to the strange festivals of
the
mainland seems to indicate they crossed over when land was where
sea is now.

The various tribes of Borneo

vary considerably in tempera

ment and morality. The Dusuns are a race of high morals, where
as the Murats are an unprincipled tribe who teach their children
to drink and smoke before they reach the age of five.
The Dusuns are a hard-working,peaceloving community;
dig
nified,too, in a pathetic way.
There are many in the employ,
of the Company, and they make excellent scouts,being equalled in
this respect only by the wily Dyak who has inherited aeons of
instinct from his forefathers.
Upon the trail the Dusuns use
the sximpitan, or blow-pipe, to kill their food, for they are
wonderfully accurate with their poisoned darts.
I have seen several sumpitans, and for works of art in cop

per and wood they are hard to excel. The blow-pipe is about six
to seven feet long;

►

■

a bore of about

an eighth of an inch

runs

through the centre and the exterior of the pipe is decoratedwilh
copper and wood carving. The bore is burned with a red hot coal
and it can be imagined that this arduous work requires
great
skill and patience.
The darts are thin slivers of wood, about
three inches long and stained blue at the barbed end.
The poison causing this colour, and into which the darts are
plunged, is unknown to white men.
Suffice it to say that
a
more deadly poison can scarce be imagined, for upon piercing the
flesh of the hunted animal or bird it acts instantly and the prey
falls dead.
It has also the valuable attribute of poisoning in

one place only, so that the affected spot may be cut out and the

carcass eaten without fear of ill-effects.

The Susuns

carry
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these darts in special holders of woven rattan which are made -

very attractively-and ■trtiich are fixed to the waist ^hy a thin
coir strand.

They are uncanny straight shooters, rarely fail

ing to bring down their prey, and are experts at shooting birds
on the wing.

|

In the hinterland is found a tribe known as the

rats.They

are of small, degenerate physique and resemble in thfir habits

the practically extinct Australian aborigine, or "buih-fellow".
They have thick, shaggy hair and unsightly thick lip$

which,

together with the teeth, which they file to sharp points,

n»y

have given rise to the legend of the "Wild Man". They are cer
tainly a revolting sight and sufficient to give one the creeps
for a long time.
They dwell in trees and subsist on roots and
morsels which they grub out of the ground.

These then are the native tribes of Borneo.

There remains

two vitally important factors in the distribution of the populiation - the Europeans and the Chinese.

The European population, will,I consider, always mainbaj.n^a

fairly even level,for as yet Borneo has no supreme attraction to
offer immigrants. Until a startling gold discovery or some such
similar find is capable of attracting a. large army of for-bme-

seekers, the white population will never be greatly au^ented for

some years.

The Malayls are a back-sliding race, unable to develop iiieir
country except under the supervision of Britain, so it seems in

evitable that Borneo's future depends largely on a race who are
unafraid to work.
This race is becoming more and more the
Chinese.

The Malays will not work or bo coerced into working,nor, i.i
there is any issue at stake, will very few races. They stir up
strife, will Inot organise commerce to the better advancement; of
their c-ountrj'^agitate tribes, and in short commit every exasper
ation ix. thstr power = The Chinaman, however, peaceable, indus
trious and easily-governed is indispensable to British Morth
Borneo, for it is he, it seems, who is lifting the country out
of the ruck into which it has temporarily fallen. There must of

necessity be a working class in the couji-try, and John

has
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which centres many curious superstitions. St. John and Low were
the first two Englishmen to climb this snow-covered peak,and ae
they climbed higher and higiher their bodies became smaller anf
smaller to the eyes of the watching natives.
These ignorant
natives went under the assumption that the smaller the body grew

so did the spirit disappear accordingly. TlVhen the climbers dis
appeared from view the Malays assumed that they had gone to Heav
en and made huge preparations for a universal lamentation. Half
way through the ceremony the victorious sealers
were
seen
descending the mountains and the superstitious natives fled into
the forest in terror.

Many of the rivers in North Borneohave their source in these
mountain fastnesses,but they are all,without exception,rapid and

rocky. The reason,preEumably,is the nearness of these mountains
to the sea.

The river gains momentum down the steep slopes but

the plains are of so little width that -the stream is quite unable
to gouge out a deep bed for itself.

The slopes of the mountains are covered with dense,luxuriant
ferns and flowers, while in the valleys huge trees raise their
trunks above the primeval forest.
The popular conception of a

tropicai. forest has no place in Borneo, for the jungles are not
infested with wild animals and the trees are not draped and fes

tooned with creepers along which snakes lie at length,and monkeys
clamber excitedly.
Rather is the Bornean jungle a staid place
through which the sun's rays filter and light up dismally.Noises

there are in plenty;the jimgle is never still,and the screech of
birds of variegated plumage mingle with the hoarse grunts of the
wart-hogs. There are only two fierce animals in the forests;the
elephant, and a type of leopard, or ocelot, as it is called.
The timber of British North Borneo is all of excellent qual

ity but a speculation often brings failure owing to the inaccess
ibility of the forests. My father sunk all his capital after the
Great War in a timber venture

but after six years' hard work he

was not smply repaid and his company died a premture death.
The mineral wealth of Borneo,too, has never been fully

ex

ploited, though many deem that if it were, the soil would yield
something of every valuable commodity in the World. Gold hasbeej
found all over the island, and diamonds, coal and oil are preva-
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lent in many districts.
But, and it is a very big "but", the
expense attaching to exploring expeditions would be extremely
heavy, and companies are very chaiy of laying down the huge
initial outlay necessary for such expeditions.

During my stay in Borneo the Anglo-Persian Oil Company were

prospecting in the interior for oil, and though they were unsuc
cessful in their efforts they did inestimable good, in the role

of explorers,by opening up a district never before seen by white
men.

Ascending the Cowie River we soon disembark, for the mud
flats and shallow water do not permit of further passage. Three
miles further on is Seelimpopon, the largest coal mine in Borneo

and a thriving township of many thousand Malays and Japanese.
The tribes of British North Borneo are multifarious,so per

haps a word on a few of the more important may be applicable.The
word "head-hunter", or Dyak, coupled with a picture of the "Wild
Man of Borneo" occurs immediately to many people's minds and

this is generally the sum total of knowledge of Borneo.
Need
less to say the "Wild Man" is non-existent - there are many
curious theories put forward as to the origin of this legend —
but the head-hunter still flourishes in the interior.

This execrable practice has to a great extent been stamped
out by the Company, but it is almost impossible to punish every
infringement of the law, as the mode of travel is so primitive
that officials are unable to reach the scene of the atrocity in

time to capture the miscreants. Yet this ghastly custom is now
nearly a dead-letter though it will be some time before it is
finally extinct.

The Dyak dwellings are built on four extremely high poles

as a protection from attack by neighbouring hostile tribes. At
night the long ladders are drawn up and the entire family sleeps
on the rattan floor of the close, stuffy room which has not even

a window.

A group of these dwellings, viewed from a distance,

looks not unlike a

confabulation of stilted storks with their

heads close together.

The Dyaks are a tall, well-proportioned race and are the
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upon making a closer acquaintance with the town.

Sandakan is ideally situated and it is by far the largest
town in Borneo.
I resided there for three years, and in 1925 it
compared well with the Durban of today.
But it seems quite un
able to escape from the hinterland which in reality is knocking
at its back door.
The English Administrators have neither the
leisure nor the funds necessary for equipping an expedition to
probe the mysteries of central Borneo, and as a result we find a
civilised existence subsisting alongside that of a barbaric and
primitive mode of life.
Sandakan is extremely cosmopolitan - most places in the East
are - and I should imagine that a goodly portion of the jetsam
and flotsam of the high seas congregates in its back quarters.
The town is divided into three distinct and separate quar
ters; the European, the Malay, and the Chinese.
The bazaars of
the Chinese and the Malays are reminiscent of Billingsgate in the
rush hour,only the smells are multifarious and double the strength
of those of the famous fish market.
The Bazaars are, however.,
picturesque enough at night.
Gaily coloured lanterns and sarongs, or gowns, present a vivid
kaleidoscopic picture which one retains in the minds eye long
afterwards.
An insight is gained into the peculiar customs and
rites of John Chinaman during a vmlk through the bazaars, but one
should be warned of purchasing seemingly delectable dishes for
they may prove to be white mice, or kittens done up attractively I
Chinamen enjoy these dishes with the greatest relish, and
are
puzzled to understand the obvious disgust and distaste
of the
foreigner.
The Chinaman sets out his wares on large, wet banana leaves
and then squats behind them and tempts buyers in a high sing-song
falsetto.
But again, beware of his fancies. I myself have seen
a dog placed in a sack,strung up to a tree,then cruelly cudgelled
till it was quite dead. The beating, however, continues till the
dog is but a mass of jelly, it is then taken down and after boil
ing, the flesh is enjoyed with great gusto.
The European dwellings cling to the hilly slopes, deriving
the full benefit of the cooling breezes which blow across the bay
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which is capable of accoimriodating a squadron of battleships with
out overcrowding.
Around the cliffs are many pleasant drives
which are made shady by huge palms and ferns.
At intermittent
distances the road runs through Chinese and Malay villages,

colourful spots which serve to heighten the interest of the
beautiful scenery around Sandakan. At times the foliage is rent
and one catches a brief glimpse of the blue sea, scintillating in
the sunshine and reflecting the ethereal blue of the sky.
Today Sandakan thrives apace, a mcdern town of cinemas,
theatres, banks, well-laid streets and imposing buildings of the
newest architecture.

Adjoining the territory of British North Borneo
state of Brunei.

Two miles off the

coast

is

the

is the

Island

of

Labuan and these two areas are goveraed by the town of Jesselton,
which is the official refitting station for his Majesty's ships
in the Far East.
Jesselton is of no great size or importance,

except that it is a Naval base, so little more need be said of it
though it is extremely pretty.

Brunei is undoubtedly the most moribund state in Borneo. The
interior is nearly as lawless today as it was thirty years ago ;

ail grievances between the natives are settled with the knife,
and it is in this area that head-hunting is making its last stand.

Thq Island of Labuan was acquired

by

the .British

in 1846

and occupied by soldiers whose duty it was to suppress piracy in
the waters between China and North Borneo, as

being hampered by these marauders.

British trade was

•

Brunei is the second town of importance in North Borneo, but

is not a very lively or "go-ahead" place.
_It^carries on a de
sultory trade with China, Korea and the Malay States, but beyond
this does nothing of much note.

;The white

population

of such

places is never very great, consisting of a Resident Commissioner
a Doctor and perhaps a Wireless Operator.

These, then,

prise the largest towns of North Borneo and

a note as to their

com

topography may not be amiss.

Borneo has an extremely

mountainous interior, the

highest

point being Mount Kirabalu, some eight thousand feet high, around
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by L. G. Capatiokdale.

Borneo, I suppose, is one of the few countries of the World,
about which the average man in the street is quite ignorant. It

has, however, a fascinating history, a history indeed which can
compare favourably with that of any island or territory similar
in size.

About the middle of the eighteenth century,the Dutch and the

British owned very small trading stations in the South, but owing

to British parsimony and the short-sightedness of the officials
then at the head of the English East India Company,these stations

fell into decay and were eventually abandoned. The remainder of
Borneo,except a thin strip in the North, fell into the avaricious
hands of the Dutch, who still retain it today.

Having success

fully brought off this grand coup they lost all interest in the
island, and Borneo became a veritable pirates' nest, swarmingwith
murderous Chinese.

Is this not the Englishman's one trait ?

His country grad

ually comes under the influence of some foreign power, and sleepy
old John Bull wakes up at the eleventh hour to the
imminent
danger. Whereupon he sets himself to work with a will and the
aliens are routed in their moment of victory.
So it was with Borneo. We lost a large and prosperous area,
but at the eleventh hour the North was saved and we have hung on

with the grimness and tenacity which marks our race.
It seems
fated that private enterprise should step in at the opportune
moment and wrest portions of the globe from clutching hands and

then,

the work of pioneering done, hand over the reigns of

Government to the Empire.

It was solely the enterprise and the love of Empire of one
man that gained British North Borneo for England, and that man
was James Brooke.

How many more such

patriots of Empire have there been —

idiodes. Raffles and Cook, to name but a few.

Ifed Cecil Rhodes
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never planned and carried through the occupations of Matabeleland

and Mashonaland they would have assuredly been occupied in time
by the Germans; and had Raffles not done his brilliant work in

the Malay Peninsula it would now be in the hands of some foreign
power.

This English gentleman, travelling in the East

for his

health, saw the terrible conditions under which the country was
labouring and determined to devote his life to North Borneo's

liberation. He settled down in Sarawak, whose rivers and coasts
were literally infested with ferocious cut-throats, and, moved
by the desire to restore some semblance of order out of this

chaos, he pursued a policy which in time earned him the confid

ence and love of his people.

In 1841 he was declared the Rajsih

of Sarawak and till his death he governed that state with a firm

and wise rule which won him the admiration of many.

He absolutely stamped out piracy on the sea and to a large
degree checked the heinous ravages of the Dyak headhuntsrs in
the interior.

hike Clive and Warren I&stings, his policy was severely
criticized at home, and he once bitterly remarked

that the

calumnies and set-backs he had received in fighting the pirates,
were as naught compared with the unfair bickerings carried on
over his head in England. They must, indeed, have hurt him to
the quick, for there was no man in the whole of Borneo who loved
and thought more of the welfare of the natives than he.

Today Sarawak is one of the most up-to-date states in British
Borneo,possessing as it does many fine schools and administrative
buildings.

British North Borneo proper has been opened up with private
means and a Chartered Company, of which more may be said later.

Its capital is Sandakan, situated in a land-locked bay, and
backed by hills of green verdue. Upon a hot summer's day, with
the heat shimmering lazily, the bright red roofs of the resid
ences on the hills stand out in colourful contrast to the green

of the vegetation, and make a bright, impressionistic picture,
pleasing to the eye.

To the immigrant, this first view holds

out hopes of a pleasant sojourn, and he will not be disappointed
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Island Kingdom.
Gloucester is another and so is Durham with its ancient and

magnificent Cathedral, claimed by many to be the equal of York,
yet ranking third of England's grand old Cathedral cities.
Before I leave the subject of Cathedrals let me impress up
on the reader still one more fact concerning England's Cathedral

cities, namely their delicious unexpectedness.
The finest
example of this is, perhaps, Ely and Ely Cathedral.
Not by the
wildest stretch of imagination could anyone describe the fenlands
surrounding Ely as lovely or even picturesque,and yet amidst all
this flat, watery, waste-land, Ely Cathedral, like a precious
jewel in a rubbish heap, stands out in all its grandeur.
The
traveller going Ely-wards usually describes his feelings as being
very much akin to astonishment when suddenly before him he sees
the little

knot of

houses on

the hill clustered round the old

cathedral.
The effect in one of the Cambridgeshire mists is
even more surprising and has an atmosphere of enchantment about
it.
The traveller receives no warning of the glory that is

before him, but suddenly sees
afloat in the air.

a

towered-cathedral

seemingly

With the advent of the sun and the result

ant clearing clearing of the mist, the cathedral on the hil]
loses its air of enchantment, but none of its beauty,for that is
indestructible.

It is not in Cathedrals alone, however, that England is
richer than other countries, for Wordsworth's Windermere has but
only one rival in lake scenery in the World
- the Lakes of
Killarney.
It is useless to attempt to catch something of the over
whelming beauty of the Lakelands and transfer it safely to paper

for eminent artists

of International renown have repeatedly at

tempted to do so on canvas and have failed.
Wordsworth alone
has succeeded, and he only in a slight measure; they have to be
seen to be believed.

Surrounding all the natural and architectural beauty of
England is her peerless history.
There is an irresistible lur-^
in a beautiful little town, nestling snugly by the banks of some
cool, deep river, particularly if we know that it was here that
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England's greatest playwright was born, lived his happiest hours
and wrote his greatest masterpieces.
Even the smallest towns and villages of England
are
surrounded by the glamour of history.
Each has its particular
historical incident or hero, of which it is always understand
ably proud.
If you pay a visit to the tiny Cathedral city of
Ely you are told, with delightful rustic simplicity,
about
Hereward the Wake and St.Etheldreda the Good; Stratford,nestling
by the Avon, will recount to you, with justifiable pride,
the

doings of William Shakespeare; and Chester, not to be outdone,
will regale you with stirring tales of King Charles 1 and the
Battle of Rowton Moor.

Surely, therefore, the Englishman who feels no spark of
pride when he reflects upon his beautiful Motherland,and no urge
to go out and do something worthy of the great country that bore
him, surely he must be cast in the basest metal if he can ignore
the so pressing a call.
Perhaps Stevenson was right; the sea may be every English
man's heritage, but the sea never was and never will be the
Englishman's proudest possession, for this is the right to walk
down an English lane, to smell an English hedgerow and to gaze
at an English sky.

F'fT
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land.

There are many and various ways of attempting, tc

onep

iiiGo England's book of beauty, but in none of them will one see
all there is to be seen,yet in any one of them one will at least

gain a glimpse of the land that is England, a glimpse dearer to
the hearts of all true Englishmen than all the strange

beauties

of a strange country.

If the unromantic

business-man finds

himself in tune with

something fierce,rugged and reckless, what better than avisit to

the jagged coastline of Cornwall ? If it is not only a change of
scenery, but also a change of types, and change of faces that he
needs, then he will find all these in Cornwall.

I am not going to attempt to describe Cornwall's wonderful
coast, for, alas, many, perhaps ten times better equipped for
doing so than I, have failed in this task before.
Rather will
I content myself with saying that after a few hours, whether in
fair weather or foul, beside the rocks and beaches of Cornwall,
one feels as though one has found out, for the first time,what

glorious health really is.

lith the smell of the salt in one's

nostrils and the tang of the sea all about one, one feels that
wonderful bodily and mental glow which bespeaks perfect health.
In the earlier days of history Cornwall was one of the most

important of Britain's shires, and to this day a goodly propor
tion of England's sea-dogs are sons of that same duchy.
Names such as Falmouth, Penzance, and the Lizard, conjure

up pictures of gallant British Men-o'-War, full rigged and
riding high in the water, with bravely coloured pennants and
flags fluttering from every mast.
As one sits on the Cornish
sands and

stares

out to the sea, one can almost see

ghosts go floating by, manned by a

ghostly crew of

stately

former

Cornishmen and captained by the redoubtable Admiral Benbow.
Cornwall is peculiar inasmuch as though she has given many
of her sons in the service of England on the sea, men who have

ultimately travelled all around the known world, yet her womenkind are famous for their reluctance to travel.

Indeed

the

majority of Cornwall's daughters are born, live and die in. the
same little hamlet, without so much as gaining a
glimpse of
such towns as London and Bristol.
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Probably there is no country in the Vforld that possesses

such a changing coast-line as does England, for ihe rugged coast
of Cornwall, after stretching for a comparatively few miles,
rapidly gives place to the smoother outline of its sister-shire,
Devon.

Although Devon strikes a direct antithesis to Cornwall in
its scenery, its people are of very much the same outlook and
disposition as those of its neighbour.
Probably there are no
more hospitable people, the Irish and the Scotch excepted, than
those that are to be found in Devonshire. Quiet and disinclined
to talk though they may be, their unpromising exteriors house a
heart which through sheer bigness and spontaneous pnerosity

compels them always to welcome the stranger and to give him of

their very best.

Devon and Cornwall are not famous for any architectural

beauty.

Apart from the nmberless little, whitewashed houses,

that are to be found in all parts of the country, and the melan

choly town of the Broad Arrow, there is nothing of note.

It

would seem that the men of Devon and Cornwall Imd been too busy

fighting the Spahiafd at sea in past years, to give much atten
tion to the advancement of architecture.

Miat a contrast is made by the town of York,situated almost
at the other extreme of England and yet only a matter of about
two hundred and twenty miles distant, for York, also peopled by
men and women whose language falls strangely on a Londoner's ear,

seems to delight in creating imposing and majestic edifices. The
glorious pile of York Minster is held by many to,be not only the

peerless queen of English Cathedrals alone, but the empress in

deed of the whole world.

The best time to see and to appreciate York Minster is un

questionably at sun-set; for the Minster contains the^ finest
glass in the world, and with the dying sun converting this glory
of glass into a million shimmering red-gold scales and spirals
of fire, a picture is painted which it is well-ni^ impossible
to forget.

York is indeed a beautiful old city, and is but one of the

many like it scattered throughout the length and breadth of the
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by R.J.Bartholomew.

The sea.asserts Stevenson, is every Englishmn's heritage,

and an Englishman, no matter what his Creed or station in life
may be, cannot but feel a glow of pride when he reflects upon
this, the reward and prize of many years of English courage and
endeavour.

The benefits

of the Englishman do not stop here,

however, for he possesses still another priceless gem as yet un
sullied by foreign contrast - namely England herself.
It is no small wonder that the many unfortunates exiled in

distant parts of England's mighty Elmpire, have but one thought-

a yearning desire to be reclaimed and to tread once more English
soil, thinking English thoughts, and breathing English air.
The Englishman at home very seldom appreciates his extreme
good fortune in being able to see things English when and wherehe wills.
It is not until he is at length forced to quit his
Mother isle that he realises just what England means to him.

The returned traveller, no matter to what beautiful lands
he has been, or what wondrous sights he has witnessed, will
always retread the lanes and sidexralks of England with a genuine
feeling of relief and satisfaction; and when the time inevita
bly arrives when he must make a mental comparison between his
own and other lands,he invariably upholds the charms of England
against those of her less well-favoured rivals.

The English are accused by many of being a phlegmatic, un
emotional race,with very little appreciation of the beauties of

nature,and with very little ability to create objects worthy of
the title "beautiful". This accusation, founded on very little
fact, is not only contrary to truth, but is self-contradictory,

for surely a people so supposedly devoid of all appreciation of
beauty would have neither the patience nor the desire to live in
such a beautiful home ar they do, for England is not beautiful

merely because it contaiv,:^
it is situated in a forti ; •

'less plants and trees,or because
^- ition; it is hes' lifu^ f jcause

-hz ""ru 1 t-sh'"-^ri has made it so„

/■■■
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No matter what type of panoramic beauty you favour, whether
it be a rugged, salt-sprayed coastline, ojr Tdiether it be a green

softly undulating downland, you will find it in England,
One may point out that the Englishman is not responsible
for the rolling downland, and neither ie the cool, green valley,
cleft only by a winding gleam of silver, one of his creative
works.
Yet the Englishman is entitled to a certain amount of
kudos even here,for at any rate until recent years, has refrain
ed from brutally blotting these fair gems of nature with any
modeniitie's barbarities.
i?ather did he erect such peerless
monuments as the numerous cathedrals and castles to be found in

all parts of the land.

Even London with all its hurrying, scurrying ad11ions, its

its grimy, pulsing streets and rows of sordid buildings,yet man
ages to win its fair maed of beauty; I refer to its several wide
silent oases of greenness lying in the heart of, and yet indif
ferent to, the fevered haste of the world around it. TlWiat more
could any man ask than to slip away from the hum of the busy

city and spend a few hours in the restful calm of a majestic
cathedral^ or in the silent contemplation of some portion of
England's unparalleled coastline ?
It is the regrettable practice of all Englishmen, who can
afford to do so, to spend the only leisure time of their busy

lives, not in investigating the beauties of their own land, but
rather in disporting themselves upon the sunny strands of some
foreign country. Their excuse is, usually, that they are in
need of a change, but the real reason is that they, along with

their dependents, are the unresisting slaves of fashion, and
fashion decrees that the coast of France, and not of England,
shall receive the benefits of the rich Englishman's patronage.

If it is a change that these "men of hounded lives" need,
then what better than the sea-shores of Cornwall or the lakes of
Windarmere ?
Theso surely offer a greater and more pleasant
contrast to his usual mode of life than do the purely machine-

made and machine-governed French watering places.

The finest possible holiday I can conceive is an attempt to
unveil some of the manifold attractions of our glorious Mother -
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Kirk.

Bowls a huge offbreak. At present his length is erratic.

Would do better if he mixed his breaks better. Fair bat and good
field.

Weightman. Newly promoted, and promises well.
Bowls medium
pace, with easy action and good length, and improves rapidly as
a batsman.

Very safe field.

Collins. Greatly improved batsman. Has scored very freely in
mid-week matches, and will do well next term.
fi®l^»
Coventry. Has never fulfilled expectations.
Makes few runs,
but can hold his end up. Batted for an hour, f<a- four runs,
V Tech.

Good field at point.

The following have also played»

Aitchison. Improved slow left-hand bowler and improved batsman, but~haB had few chances.

Larrington. Very free scoring batsman, particularly to mid off
"and fine leg. Only his small size has kept him from the 1st XI
before.

Crookes.

Hits hard, with poor style, but can make runs.

Good

field.

AT KEftHSHEY.

KEARSHEY v STANGER.

Stanger.

1,

ct Barratt

b Adendorff.

Lindsay

ct Barratt

b Kirk.

7.

b Adendorff.

3.

b Weightman,

19.
37.

Milne

b Adendorff.
b Marshall.

Addison

b Marshall.

16

b Marshall.

0.

b AdendcrffNot Out.

13.

b Aitchison.

1,

l.b.w.

Whittaker

Acutt

I I

5th November.

Patterson
Brown

(!

,

dram.

Hill
Wallace
Ritchie J.
Ritchie F.

ct Haokland

ct

Coventry

ct Bertram

12.

2.
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4.

EXTRAS.

115..

TOTAL,

14

M
8

0

Adendorff.

•••

••

Kirk.
Marshall.

Waightman.
Aitchison.

R

W.

19

4.

••

e ••

6

0

16

1.

••

• « •

9

1

45

3.

••

•••

4

0

« ••

2

0

19
12

1.

••

1.

Kearsney.

Bertram.
Marshall.

not out.

54.

not out.

30.
11.

EXTRAS.

TOTAL (O wkts).

95.

KEARSIfflY V GLH)HOW.
19th November.

AT KEARSNEY.

Kearsney.
Bertram.
Marshall.
Collins.
Crawfo rd.

58,

run out.

ct INhittaker b Matheson.

8.

21.

not out.

3.

not out.

13.

EXTRAS.

TOTAL (2 wkts dec) 105.
GLEDHOW.

Campbell
Matheson

ct Crookes
l.b.w.

Jackson.

"l^hittaker. ct Kirk.

Boyd
v..
Milne A.

ct & b.
ct K^.rshall
ct MarsiiQ-ll

b Marshall,
b Adendorff.
b Adendorff.
b Adendorff.
Marshall.

7.

2.
11.
13.'

b Adendorff.
D

i

■

1/ A
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Bourne

ct. sub. ■

b Adendorff.

15.

Calder.

ct Bertram.

b Kirk.

3.

Larrington.

ct Collins.

b Kirk.

0.

not out.

0.

MacNeillie.

3.

EXTRAS.

68.

TOTAL.'
'
■

•f

■1 ■:v

Adendorff.
Marshall.

^

■
• • • ■'

■ f '"- • • • j '

Kirk.

• • «

.

0

M ■

R

W

8
6
2

1
1

28

6

30

2

9

2

1

WON BY 35 RUNS.
KEARSNEY v TECH HIGH SCHOOL.

Lost 37 runs.

IN DURBAN..

26th November.

Tech High School.

ct Crawford

Tiiihite

iP

Leisegang

We ightman.

17.
1.

out.

Weightman.

3.

ct Barratt.

b Adendorff.

4.

ct Kirk

b Aitchison.

b

23.

ct Yfe ightman b

Aitchison.

10.

b

"We ightman.

5.

Wilson
pfev

b
run

Streatfield

Morri'Hey.
Cumming
Jennings

12.

b Kirk.

Buss
Hatton

ct Crawford

7.

b Marshall.

not out.

Johnstone

Hall

6.

1.

b Marshall.

6.

EXTRAS.

95.

TOTAL.

Adendorff.
Marshall.

•

*

•

• •

•

Vveightman.

• • •

Kirk.

• • •

Aitchison.

0

M

R

iw.

15

8

30

1.

14

7

10

2.

8

9

3.

\j

3

-1

n :
J'

2

_

24

.

2.

• / .
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KEARSNEY.

Bertram
Marshall

l.b.w.

Collins

b Johnstons
b Streatfield

8.
7.
0.

run out

Crawford

b Johnstons

0.

Coventry

b CumniingB

8.
7.

Larrington

ot Streatfield b Johnstons

Kirk

2.

run out

Barratt

hit wkt

■Weightman

b Hall

9.

4.

not out

9.

Aitchison

ct Buss

b Streatfield

Adendorff

ct Wilson

b Streatfield

0.

■ 4.

EXTRAS.

58.

TOTAL.

JUNIORS V STAHGER SCHOOL.

November 3rd.

In Stanger.

...

....

WON.

KEARSNEY 53 (Jacobs 24, Larrington 20).
STANGER 46.(Adams 31 not out, Henry 6 for 8).
November 17th..

In Stanger.

...

...

DRAWN.

...

WON.

KEARSNEY 75 for 2 (Jacobs 30 not out
Larrington 24).
STANGER 34 for 1.

November 29th.

At Kearsney.

KEARSNEY 78 (Jacobs 48).

STAIIGER 19

Af

.

...

(Henry 4 for 5, Pencharz 2 for O).
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the term

I

PRINCIPAL AVERAGES:
BATTING.
Inns.

N.O.

Runs.

Av.

299.

37.4,

Collins.

13 .

5

Weightman.
Larrington.

11
15

5

174.

Crookes.

10

3
2

303.
149.

29.
25.3.
18.6.

Hackland.

11

2

146.

16.2.

BOWLING.
0

M

R

W.

Av,

64

15

93

110

37

196

20
33

4.6.

Knottenbelt.

70

8

179

27

6.6.

A.V.Balcoiob.
Davies.

49

5

119

17

7.0.

61

10

161

21

7.3.

Collins.

Weightmaji.

5.9.

The Competition was won by Collins' Team (D), with 9 points
out of a possible 12.

Chief interest in Division TIT has centred round the games

with Stanger school. Two of these were won,and the third washed
out by rain. Undoubtedly the feature in Division 11^ games has
been the batting of Jacobs, who makes a large score every innings
and shows excellent promise for the future.

The only other

batsman of any account is Henry, who is also quite the best bow
ler.

Against Stanger School, Larrington acted as Captain. He,
Jacobs and Henry scored 183 runs in the three games, the rest of
the side compiling 25 altogether, with D. Raw (5 runs) the next
highest rungetter.
Success in bowling has been mostly with
Henry.
AVERAGES v STANGER SCHOOL

m
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BATTING.

Inns.

Jacobs.

...

•••

Henry.

•••-

Harrington.

•• •

...

Runs.

N.O.

3

Av.

102

1

51.

4

2

33

16.5

3

0

48

16.0

BOWLING.

Henry.
Lowe.

Pencharz.

Harrington.

0

M

R

W

Av.

•
••

16

7

17

11

1.5

•••

4

1

5

2

2.5

•••

4

1

11

3

3.7

• ••

14

2

40

5

8.0

CRICKET CHARACTERS.

Bertram. (1930-31-32).

While maintaining his previous defence,

has greatly widened his range of scoring strokes, snd coverdrives particularly well.
Scored two very fine half-centuries
in succession.

Excellent wicket keeper, and

as

Captain

has

kept his team together well. Has helped enthusiastically in all
the school cricket,

Crawford. (1931-32).
Really the best batsman in the School,
though has had little opportunity in 1st XI matches for showing
his talent. Scores very rapidly, particularly with his straight
drives. Is, if anything, inclined to be too impetuous at the
beginning cf his innings. The best fielder in the team.
Barratt. (1931-32).

Fields well, but has had little opportunity

to do anything else,

Has never fulfilled early expectations as

a batsman.

Marshall. (1932). The Rock of Gibralter. Can bat for any given
length of time, without necessarily scoring. Kept his endup for

1-g- hours against Tech, to score 7 runs.
mediim paced leg break

Adendorff (1932).
consi.ao.

Bowls a very

steady

Is very keen.

Fast bowler with off break,

s in the fexv games he has b>

met

with

•inl'^' bats-
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"the yenr Baleomb "took part in a debate against Maritzburg College

and also acted the part of Shylock in the "Lady of Belmont". he
must evidently have made a good impression as a "fresher" to have
these parts thrust upon him so soon.
He found the change from
School to College life rather bewildering at first, but soon
settled down, and has enjoyed both his work and the social life
immensely.

Theunissen also took a part ih the "Lady of Belmont and appears
to be enjoying himself to the full. In the last quarter, he
debated for the Varsity against Michaelhouse.

Both he

and

Balcomb recently sat for their first year B.A.exams and we hope

they will be pleased wi"fch the results.
Maritzburg appears to
suit them well, for they are both looking the picture of health.
In the first week of December Balcomb invigilated

at Umpumulo

Training College.

P.J. Slabbert writes a welcome letter to tell us how he is

faring at the Wi-twatersrand University.
He says he is busy in
second year work for a Land Surveyor. Owing to illness he has
not done too well in Applied Maths, but he is hoping for the
best.

has nothing to fear from the other papers.

We are

sorry to hear that illness interfered with his first year exam
inations, and wish him good fortune in those he is taking now.
He has to work in the coming vacation in order to get practical

experience. He may go into the Surveyor-General's office or do
underground surveying in a mine. Here's good luck Piet, which
ever it is !

P. Hind plays cricket for "the Umbilo Wesleyans. There isno
news of his averages. We "will enquire and see if they will bear
publication.

The following Old Boys visited the College for the Prize-

giving: W. P. Bromiley, A. B. Theunissen, K. Balcomb and C. von
Keyserlingk.

Crick&t.
The standard

of cricket this term

has been very high

higher probably than ever before.
For this reason the 1st XI
has been particularly unfortunate in having most of its games
i
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cancelled, throaK-r: rain, trarrport difficulties,or the defection

of opposing teams, ihe team has been a sound battling side down
to the last man - but, apart from Bertram, who scored two con
secutive 50's, and Marshall, who can stay at the wickets for

ever, the players have had little opportunity to show their
talent.

In practice matches all have revealed scoring ability.

Bowling honours have been fairly evenly divided, with Adendorff
taking most wickets and Marshall keeping the best length. On the
field Crav/ford, Weightman, Barratt and Collins show up to par
ticular advantage.

The leading averages, for the few geimes played, are as fol
lows:
BATTING.
Inns.

Bertram.
Crawford.

•••

Marshall.

•••

« ••

•••

•••

N., 0

•

Runs.

Av.

141.

47.

5

2

4

3

28.

28.

3

1

45.

22.5.

BOWLING.
R

W

Av.

••
•

•••

21

10

40

6

6.7.

•••

•••

45

18

97

13

•••

•• «

34

7

8

13.4.

40

11

107
112

7

16.0.

0

Weightman.
Adendorff.
Kirk.
Marshall.

•
•♦

• «•

M

7.6.

The Divis ion TT games,now known as Alphabets, have created
considerable enthusiasm.

They

have

been chiefly

conspicuous

for the heavy scoring of the better batsmen, among whom Collins
and Larrington have scored very consistently and stylishly,while

Weightman finished the season with 117 runs in five consecutive
"not out"innings.

The art of hitting has

been revealed by

T.Knottenbelt and Crookes,while Hackland,Christie and MacNeillie
are batting very steadily.

Among the bowlers, Collins and T.Knottenbelt have produced
some remarkable analyses, though Weightman has been consistent

ly quite the best.

A. Y. Balcomb finished the season by doing

the hat trick with the first three balls of the last innings of
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The service concluded with the singing of the hymn "Lord
dismiss us with Thy Blessing" and the Benediction.

CapEr'T Corps Hptes.

^;

The Corps made an excellent turn-out on Armistice Sunday,
13th November,when our Chaplain, the Rev.L.S.Creed conducted the
service.

/While examination candidates , have been

working this term,

the following have taken over the duties of acting N.C.Os:
Kirk, Adendorff, Crook M, Knottenbelt T. and Hackland.
In the Shooting Competition, the top two scores out of a
possible 40 were handed in by Davies, 31, and Burnett, 30.
D. Nightingale's team won comfortably.

nT;n "Pimrs' HpTgB.
We offer hearty congratulations to Claude Hulett on his
successfully passing the last of his law exams in London. He is
now fully qualified as a Barrister, but will spend the next six

months in learning to apply theory to practice by "devilling"for
an established K.C.

Good luck to him and his briefs! YJhen this

period is over, he will return to Durban where

he expects to

take up an appointment with a prominent firm of Barristers.
Kearsney will be very proud of this, the first Of her sons to
establish himself in ihe arduous profession of the law.

George Blaine
George represented
and has been

a

and his brother Normaji are still at Dulwichj
his school in boxing at Aldershot this year,

member of the Cricket XI for the second year in

succession.

The Rev. C.E. Wilkinson writes happily from Johannesburg to
let us know something of his busy life.
He writes of a Sunday
on which he visited a Native Sunday School in the morning, where

the address had to be

interpreted into two Native languages and

the heat of the wood and,iron building was terrific.

In

the
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afl moon he visited

another school and also coaJui .. r ? native

service. "One gives out the hymn in Sixhosa and reads it to the
best of his ability.
It is sung, or yelled, during which the
place fills up and becomes almost unbearably stuffy and hot. But
the native does not mind,and wipes the perspiration off his face
gleaming all over that he is giving so much of his energy to God.
TlVhen the time comes for the sermon, I find that if I speak in
English, they will need three interpreters, one Afrikaans, one
Sesuto and one Zulu.
So on the spur of the moment, I decide
to preach in Afrikaans and s o save a little time
After
the service I have to remain behind and give out tickets
to
members for another hour, eventually leaving the building after
more than three hours during the hottest part of the day. A bath

is the only reconciliationJ" And in the evening he preached to

"coloured people in one of the slum areas". Wilkinson has just
taken some theological exams,and we trust he will send us a good
report of the result.

Oongra+nlaLions

Lo George Hulett

on his marriage to

Miss

Rroiida Starr of Verulam. The wedding took place in that town on

the 14th December.

He is now the sixth Old Boy to enter into

Matrimony.

We

have also to offer hearty congratulations to W. P.

Bromiley on being offered the Grey Memorial Scholarship, tenable
for three years at an English University, and carrying £150
a
year.

This was quite unsolicited by him,and was awarded him on

his M.A. thesis.

Bromiley intends to study for the Ph.D.

at

Kings College, London, and will go overseas about the middle of

next year (1933).

Meanwhile he has accepted a temporary post

at Grey College, Port Elizabeth.

H. Kruger writes that times in the Free State are very bad.
The drought is severe, and cattle are dying on every hand.
We
hope that conditions have improved now.

W. Michell, who is Junior Window-Dresser at John

Orr's,

Durban, has decided to take a salesmanship course at the Techni-

College, and has been offered a bursary for that purpose.
K. Balcomb and A.B.Theunissen have spent a busy year at the

Natal University College, Maritzburg.

Towards the beginning of
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which werG omit'tGd from tho issuG of DocGm.bsr' 1.931 j arG insG/"be''l
now;

The Society's essay Competition for 1931 was won, in the
Senior section by Barratt with a very able and complete account
of the Life and Habits of Bees. He wrote with an enthusiasm and

knowledge which betokened a keen love for his subject.

The

following were also highly commended: A.B.Theunissen for a clear

and well reasoned outline of the amazing
features of
"Our Universe", his facts being well chosen from Sir James Jeans
book "The Universe around us", and E.Peppler for a careful and
conscientious account of the life of Rhodes to 1895.

In the Junior Section the prize was awarded to L.Capstick-

dale ^for an essay on "Aeroplanes, their History, Uses and fu
ture". He revealed an extensive knowledge of contemporary flights
and airplane routes in regular operation for the

benefit of the

public. It is very pleasing to find a boy so well informed con
cerning what is going on in countries

far distant from South

Africa, and the prize was thoroughly deserved both for the con
tent and treatment of the essay.

1:

L\

Nightingale R. has acted as Librarian for the greater part
^he year, and our thanks are due to him for his diligent at
tention to the issuing of books.
Barratt, Larrington, Hackland and Collins have each added a

book to the fiction section, while the Literary and Debating
Society contributed the following volumes to the

Reference

shelves:

The South Africans
The Seven Lost Trails of Africa

Millin
Chilvers

Out of the Crucible

Commando

Reitz

The Essential Kaffir

Kidd

and a complete and illustrated edition of Fitzpatrick's "Jock of
the Bushveld".

U .k
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There is still considerable csrelessness in the use 6f the

library, but only a little more supervision is required for this
to cease altogether. ■ The new additions aroused much: interest
and the School is slowly learning that even the Reference Shelves

open and accessible to all, house some very interesting, as well
as some very instructive volumes.

The- Chdir.
The Choir has worked enthusiastically throughout the year-,

and this term, everyone found great pleasure in preparing for
the Carol Service.

In the last half, the trebles developed a
mellow and clear tone which many supposed to be reminiscent of

an English Cathedral, and they showed their ability from tii^ to
time by rendering the following anthems at the morning services:
"Angels ever bright and fair"
"O for the wings of a dove"
"My heart ever faithful"

Mendelssohn.
Bach.

"The Lamb"

Brook.

"Let the bright Seraphim"

Handel.

The introduction of the English Psalter with its "speech-rhythm"

pointing,at the beginning of the third term, greatly improvedthe

singing of "tiie canticles.

The following was the programme given at the Carol Service:
"0 come all Ye Faiihful"

"Christ was born on Christmas Day"
"Dear Little Infant bom this Day"

Basque.

"What Child is This ?"
"infant so Gentle"

Old English.

"The Christ Child's Lullaby"

Wostenholm.

"Good King Wenceslas"
"We three Kings of Orient are"

Hopkins.

"God rest you merry. Gentleman"
"The First Noel the Angels did say"

Trsiditional.

"Hark the Herald Angels sing"

Mendelssohn.

In addition, Christie sang a solo;

"Holy Father, Cheer our way"

Kits on.

»fe.
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Adaptation was advocated, and. it vms declared that the solution
of the Native problem lay in the proper use of the Reserves, in
the education of the native in modern farming methods, in T.he

encouragement of a division of labour in the Reserves, in the
strengthening of the tribal system where it had not yet been
destroyed, and in the reform of the Native Affairs Service so as
to ensure that natives should be advised and controlled by those
who knew and understood them. Reeves proposed a vote of thanks
which was enthusiastically carried.

12th November. The 50th meeting.
The subject for debate was
■"That Socialism in our time is desirable". To ensure an intell

igent discussion, the subject had been dealt with as impartial
ly as possible in class beforehand. Barratt and Coventry propos
ed the motion and emphasized the wastefulness of the Capitalist
system, and the wholesale poverty that resulted from it. Foss
and Mr. Gram opposed, declaring Socialism was an impossible ideai
as it would remove the incentive to work. These and other points

were touched upon again in the general debate when the audience

was made avreire of the real worth of such arguments. Ultimately,

however, the motion was lost by 9 votes to 37, a result which
did not reflect the real calibre and closeness of the debating.

26th November.

The motion that "South African schools give too

much time to Sport" was debated. Davies proposed it in a speech
conspicuous for its brevity, and was,seconded by; Jenkins^who
pointed out that very few schoolboy athletes had ever gained fa^

, in later life. Marshall and Larrington opposed on the grounds
that education involved a thorough knowledge of sports and

sportsmanship.

After rather a: rambling general debate, the

loth December.

The Annual Supper was held in the Hall.Mr. Orsim

motion.was lost by 25 votes to 17..

,yc:.

presided, and "there; were also present the Headmas"ter and Mrs.
Matterson, Sister "Attlee and the Staff.
The Committee had in
scribed menus comic in their subtlety, or, (equally justly),sub"tie in their comicality, but the plain fact was

that there was

ample and varied fare upon the tables although its provision had

been the last charge upon the Society's funds.

The follcwing programme was got through with much enjoyment;
Ji

i.

M:
i

TOASTS.

TEE

Responder.

Proposer.

Larrington

Don Bradman.

Bertram.

Marshall

Weightman.

Booth

A1 Capone.
Amy Mollison.

Capstickdale

Cecil Rhodes.

Adendorff

McCorkindale.
Chairman of the

Kirk.

Matriculation Board.

Coventry.
Nightingale 1.

Nightingale E.

Hackland.
Crawford.

Bennie Osier.
John Keats.

Worth

Aitchison

Barratt.

Crook

Molly Lament.
Napolean.

Christie

P. G. Wodehouse.

Gilliat.

Smith E.

Macartney.

Mr. Reece.

The Sixth Form.
The Leave-ites.

Mi". Gram.

The Headmaster.

The Head.

Ellis

The Musical programme began

Schofield.
Bartholomew.

Barratt.

with a clever and entertaining

impersonation of A1 Jolson singing "There's a rainbow round my
shoulder" by Richards.

There is no doubt as to the career he

should adopt if the opportunity comes his way; only on the stage
can he find scope for talent.
Then Via and Va sang a concerted
item whose title the writer cannot recall ; and Vlb and Vb

followed on with a spirited and melodious rendering of "Toddling
down the road to Barcelona". The "Leave-ites" then gave a rather
sorrowful

and uncertain

account of themselves in

that ancient

olassis of the War days, "Good-byee, don't sigh-ee, etc.," no
doubt their emotion tended to choke "them,

as with Robespiere on

a certain occasion.

The ceremonies concluded

with the

singing of "Auld Lang Syne",

"God save the King" and three cheers for the Vice-President. And
thus, after so much diligent pursuit of culture, the Society
concluded its second year of

existence in a blare of jazz songs

and mob hysteria, and, strangely enough, everyone, the Vicepresident included,was happy and contented that it should be so.
THE DEBATING SOCIETY in 1931.

In order to make

the record complete, the following notes

'
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The Juniors too are pulling their weight, and have taken a

prominent share in many of the discussions, even upon such a
complicated subject as "Socialism".
Some of them, of course,
still find themselves

rather barren both of ideas and language,

but it is not to be expected that everyone shall have an equal

facility of speech. Others are promising very well indeed. They
have ideas, and are learning to express them in English that can

really be understood even by Englishmen.

The future of the

Society will be well assured in their hands.

This quarter the chief attention of the Society was direct
ed to interesting its members in contemporary problems of great

importance, thereby furthering its second declared object (of
which we can never be too frequently reminded) of broadening
their outlook by "arranging debates, lectures and discussions on

various subjects, particularly on those of local and national

importance".
From this point of view the main interest of the
term's programme was a lecture by Mr. Oram on "The Native ques
tion in South Africa", and an interesting and informative debate
on Socialism.

The final event, and one which was very much en

joyed, was the Annual Supper and its accompaniment of mock toasts
and musical items afterwards.

The total income of the Society during the year was £7.2.5.

and a fine dispute arose when its spending came to be considered.
The Committee recommended that £1. be spent in purchasing prizes

for the Essay Competition,£2.in purchasing books for the library
and the balance

over be

used for

providing the Annual Supper.

Some members, however, considered that the Supper should be the
first rather than the last charge upon the Society's funds, and

despite appeals to take a nobler view of the matter, and put the
real objects of the Society first,the Committee's recommendation
was eimended accordingly. However, as it was obvious that the
Junior members at any rate, voted quite thoughtlessly, and in
some cases, somewhat ignorantly, the decision was reviewed again
at the next meetingand the Committee's original decision adhered
to.

It would indeed have been a sorry day if the amendment had

been allowed to stand, and the policy of putting appetite before
culture enshrined as a precedent for the future. One cannot too
strongly condemn the narrow outlook and the arrant obstinanoy of
the two who led the opposition to the Committee's proposals; the
only apparent explanation of it is that they wore both Irishmen.

i
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The Essay Competition produced some good work.
Only two
entries were received in the senior section, and they both dis

played such great merit, that one would like to have ^Iven each
of them the recognition of a prize.
R.J.Bartholomew wrote with

charm and insight on "England", and L. G. Capstickdale described
British North Borneo with real skill and with actual experience
of his subject.
It was decided to award the Society's prize to
Capstickdale for an essay that was outstanding both for its in
terest of detail and ability of expression.
Both these essays
appear in this issue, and we think readers will agree that they
set a high standard of literary merit.

The Juniors also handed in some good work.
The prize in
this section was awarded to B. Walter for a very interesting and
able summary of the Adventures of Odysseus j it was really a
triumph of persistent labour and clear and telling diction, and
he is to be heartily congratulated upon his achievement.
Two
others were highly commended; Coutts for a most thorough and
painstaking account of the Bechuanaland Protectorate,and Burnett

for an able and critical essay on "Examples of Spiritualism and
Superstition".
The following

is a summary of the meetings held during the

term;

15th October.

Business meeting for the election of officers.

22nd October.

Disposal of funds discussed.

Conmittee's recom-

mendation amended after considerable debate.

The motion for the evening "that the pen is mightier than the
sword" was then proceeded with.

BartholOTiew opened in an able

speech, and argued that the pen made education possible. Smith E
opposed, declaring that it was the deed that counted and not the
thought.

The motion was carried by a large majority.

29th October.

The allocation of revenue was again considered,

and an appeal made

to uphold the

the grounds that the objects

Committee's recommendation on

of the Society must be paramount.

This was ultimately agreed to by ballot vote.

Mr. Oram then gave an interesting lecture on "The Native
Question in South Africa", basing his remarks

report of the Native Economic Ccmmission.

on the

The policy

recent

of

"i ¥
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J.C.

Balcomb W. Booth, Capstickdale, Crookes, Doidge,

Driman R. Ellis, Knottenbelt C.Nichols, Richards,
Schofiold, Smith E. end Worth.

The University Examinations were held in the Hall this year
and the Rev. L. S. Creed undertook the duties of invigilation.
The Cricket Committee for the term consisted of;

The Head, Mr. Reece, Bertram, Crawford and Barratt.
Cricket Colours have been awarded to Marshall and Adendorff. We

offer our thanks to the following for so

readily lending their

cars whenever an XI was due to play in Durban:

Messrs.B.W.G.Pearce,

A.E.Foss and R= Balcomb.

The portion of the new field that is completed is now used for
the cricket nets. This enables us to have three nets

instead of

two, and also avoids interference with the games.

It is hoped to harrow, top-dress and plant more grass on the
playing field during the holiday. By next term there should be
both a more even surface and a more even spread of grass-Tfe also

hope to build a small pavilion in a corner of the field.
A very popular innovation this term was

the holding of a

cinema show in the Hall, arranged by Mr. Oram. The projector was

generously loaned by Mr, McCausland of Umhlanga Rocks,
and
Richards operated it. In addition to interest and comedy films
hired from Kodaks, we enjoyed a film of Kearsney itself, includ

ing scenes from 1931 Sports Day, taken by Richards. The pictures
were admirably taken, and we congratulate Richards upon his suc
cess as an amateur cinematographer.lt is likely that the School
will possess a projector of its own next year.
The annual

Carol Serwice was held on the last Sunday even

ing of term, 11th December.
The Choir gave a iather longer
programme than in previous years, and it was as highly apprecia
ted as ever.
Christie sang a solo very well, although it was
the first time he had faced a congregation alone.
In spite of

wet weather, a larger crowd than ever
nacked the chanol to the doors.

attended the service and
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On Monday night, the Choir repeated the programme in the
Darnall hall, and its efforts were again much appreciated.
CHOIR: Basses. Mr.Reece,Barratt,Aitchi8on, Crawford,Macartney.
Tenors. Mr. Medworth, Coventry, Mitchell.
Altos. Miss Ellis, TiKhitmill, Poole.

Trebles. Christie, Lowe, King„ Gilliat,

Jenkins,Henry,

Wood 2, Smith 2 and Pearce.

The term closed on the

13th December with the usual Prize-

giving ceremonies. The Rev. Allen Lea took the Chair, and Gener
al J.S.TI^lie kindly came up to present the prizes.A fair niunber
of visitors was present and they listened with interest to

a
striking report by the Headmaster. A full account of the proceed
ings willappear in next term*6 Magazine.
The first term of the New Year will begin on 2nd February,
1933.

Liteelms-v cIsDeeiatihg-S dcietv:
President:

The Head.

Officers for the 4th Quarter: Vice President: Mr. G. M. Oram.
Hon. Secretary;

Other Members of COTimittee:

L. Kirk.

Barratt, Nightingale D. Adendorff,
Schofield and Larrington.

The Society now completes its second year, and on the whole
Sixth Form mem

can look back upon a very satisfactory record.

bers particularly have diligently used the opportunity provided
them of practising the art of speaking, and it has been gratify
ing to observe their progress. Nearly all of them have at least
discovered how to speak lucidly and coherently and therefore

effectively, and some few have developed an aptitude for the
still greater effectiveness of a varied vocabulary and wellbalanced dictation.

It seems a pity that the incentives that

are applied to sport are not applied to culture also, and really
proficient orators enabled to wear colour caps and distinctive
blazers such as are so beloved by the dashing three-quarter or
the coming batsman.

IEdiTdsial.
EXAMINATIONS

and

CULTURE.'

At this time of the year, the shadow of the Examinations
lies heavily over the land ; in every school and in thousands of

homes the great question of the day is "How have you got on?" or
'^What sort of a paper did you have ?^. Schoolmasters are busy
making their customary criticisms of the system, and their re
marks are often taken up by the Press,till such a hue and cry is
abroad, that one imagines the examiners hardly dare leave their
homes for fear of being mobbed if their identity is discovered.
This is

the season when

the matriculation

fetish receives its

annual rating from, the lips and the pens of those who know that
public examinations can never serve the cause of true education
though they may satisfy a very necessary special purpose, yet
the fetish

is still with us and has not noticeably weakened its

hold upon the public mind.

Like a buoy in a rough sea, it mere

ly bobs up and down merrily under the storm of criticism, and
will not sink and remain suppressed for ever.

We have no wish to repeat all the stock arguments now, but
will be content to point out that the fault lies not so much
with ihe Matriculation Examination itself,

that is placed upon it.

as with the emphasis

Because it is the "sine qua non" not

only in the Universities and professions,but also in much of the
business world as well, the parent regards its certificate as
essential to his son's career ; while to fail, may mean inflict
ing a stigma and a sense of deficiency that can ruin a whole
life.
Schools therefore are forced to concentrate on gettingexamination results, and the wider and true aim of education is
consequently lost sight of.
Schools cram a boy's head with knowledge in order that he
may matriculate, but there is something that is more important
even than knowledge, and that is the right use of knowledge. It
is this principle that should dominate educational policy and !
organization,but this has yet to achieve public recognition,par
ticularly in South Africa. If a man know the whole encyclopaedia
by heart and is without understanding of what he has read, then
he is still uneducated, for without that understanding, such a
man will be no better fitted to get the best out of life than
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the unmatriculated student. The true purpose of education should
be to develop the whole man:
all our senses and all our facul

ties in order that we may be helped to achieve "the richest in
terpretation of life". The mechanical Eissimilation and storing
of facts is not good enough;

it may be helpful in a way, but it

is not helpful in the best way.
Education should give us such
a grasp on life that we see it as a whole and feel it as a real
ity,despising no part of it except that which is obviously evil.
If a single word is

needed to describe such a goal, it is

the word "culture". We can all distinguish the cultured man from
the boor, but it is not always so easy to distinguish him from

his merely "educated" fellow. Yet there is a real and vital dif
ference, and perhaps we have said enough to indicate what it is.

Let it therefore be sufficient to add that through his "greater
awareness" the cultured man'^s enabled to find a richer or more
harmonious content in his environment" and therefore has at his

command a wealth of happiness and
"education" can never give.

confidence, that

ordinaiy

There is a crying need for greater cultural education in
South Africa, and its greatest obstacle is the itatriculatioiiL
fetish.
Examinations are necessary, but they might almost be
called necessary evils.
They certainly are not the whole part

of education, and they do

not deserve the prominence that the

people of this country give to them. The demand for the reform
of the system must be based not on its alleged unfairness but on
the imperative need for developing a greater cultural outlook in
our young citizens.

ScHnnr.NnTP.s.
There has

been

little to

record during

the

term beyond

dilligent work for the great ordeal of December.
The following boys sat for the exams:

UATRIC: Aitchison, Barratt, Bertram,Bartholomew, Coventry,
Macartney, Nightingale D.Nightingale R.and Hopkins

(Vlb).

